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RELATED APPLICATION 

[Para 1] This application is a non-provisional application claiming benefit under 35 U.S.C. 
.sctn. 119(e) of U.S. Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/598,072, filed Aug. 2, 2004. 

Headin  

BACKGR D OF THE INVENTIONOUN  

[Para 2] 1. Field of the Invention 

[Para 3] This invention relates to high availability computer systems, or computer systems 
that provide services in a highly available manner.  More particularly, this invention relates to 
computer systems comprising a primary server and one or more secondary servers, where 

n switch role e role of the primary server. servers ca s, such as a secondary server assuming th

[Para 4] 2. Description of the Related Technology 

[Para 5] Large businesses often expend substantial resources to minimize server 
downtime by utilizing what are commonly referred to as High Availability Servers (HAS). 
These fall into two categories: high availability (HA) clusters and non-stop computers. HA 
clusters are much less expensive than non-stop computers to purchase, but require 
substantial ongoing information technology (IT) resources to ensure that they will work 
correctly at “failover.” That is, when recovering from a failure. Conversely, non-stop 
computers require minimal ongoing IT resources to ensure correct operation at failover, but 
are much more costly to purchase. 

[Para 6] Such high costs, whether up front or ongoing, tend to be prohibitive for most 
small businesses. The only affordable option for most small businesses has been to employ 
hot swap servers, but these do not provide a true HAS environment, as discussed below. 
What has been missing is an HAS solution that is cost effective for small business. 

[Para 7] The present invention was designed to fill this need, by providing a new type of 
HAS that minimizes both the upfront and ongoing costs while it increases confidence at 
failover.  It is of value to small businesses, or to any business that prefers to put resources 
towards other profitable endeavors, rather than towards the ongoing costs of an HA cluster or 

rchase prithe high pu ce of a non-stop computer. 

[Para 8] The significance of the present invention, particularly in terms of its reduced IT 
support requirements and increased confidence at failover, can only be appreciated in 
comparison with these existing HAS solutions. In this section these systems are examined in 
terms of their design, what they guard against, and what is required to keep them running 
and to provide confidence that they will work correctly at failover. The architecture of the 
present invention is then examined in this context. To summarize, the three categories of 
existin discussed are: g solutions that will now be 

(1) Hot-swap servers. 
(2) Non-stop computers. 

 sters. (3) High Availability (HA) clu

[Para 9] (1) Hot-swap Servers 

[Para 10] Hot-swap Servers: Design and Function 

[Para 11] The least expensive and simplest approach to an HAS are what we refer to as 
“hot swap servers.” Such servers address the possible failure of three system components 
(disks, power supply, and fans) by providing hot-swap RAID disks with redundant hot-swap 
power supplies and fans. 
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[Para 12] Hot-swap Servers: Constraints 

[Para 13] Hot-swap servers do not address the other significant possible failures such as 
motherboard, CPUs, memory, I/O buses, internal cabling, disk controllers, or network 
interfaces.  Since problems with these components can be intermittent and time consuming 

wntime can occur. Thus, they are not a true HAS. 

r if it exhibits problems in the way that a service uses it, these will be 

 true if more than one server is required to run the essential 

maintain 
 units is certainly a costly constraint. 

ly running on the failed computer. We refer to this 
 p ” 

are rarely applicable for small business. They are 

to diagnose and repair, substantial do

[Para 14] (2) Non-stop Computers 

[Para 15] Non-stop Computers: Design and Function 

[Para 16] Non-stop computers provide continuous, non-stop computing across all hardware 
failures. In these computers (which have been around for decades), each hardware 
component is replicated and hot swappable, including CPUs, motherboards, controllers, and 
RAID disks. All operations are carried out in parallel on all components and the results are 
compared. A failing component is automatically detected and disabled, the user is notified, 
and it can then be hot swapped. One has confidence that the system will work correctly when 
a component fails since all components are running all of the time. For example, if a 
replacement component does not work correctly with the existing O.S. (e.g., if it requires a 
patch or new driver), o
immediately detected. 

[Para 17] Non-stop Computers: Constraints 

[Para 18] Non-stop computers are expensive, and generally not cost effective for small 
businesses. This is especially
services, as is often the case. 

[Para 19] Part of the high cost is couched in the following. Non-stop computers can only 
work if all replaced components are fully compatible with all existing components, in terms of 
both hardware and software. This is difficult in today's rapidly changing technology 
environment. For example, 2 years from now, can one find a replacement motherboard that 
will run correctly with the operating system and all applications currently running on the older 
motherboard?  Or, if patches or new drivers are required for a replacement component, will 
that updated software also run correctly on the older preexisting hardware? Considering that 
newer non-stop computers must continue to utilize newer technology, the need to 
compatible replacement technology for all older

[Para 20] (3) High Availability (HA) Clusters 

[Para 21] HA Clusters: Design and Function 

[Para 22] HA clusters are an alternative to non-stop computers. HA clusters  (which have 
also been around for decades) consist of two or more computers, either distributed at 
different locations connected by a network, or at the same location sharing a common disk 
array (e.g. RAID). In either case, if one computer fails, another computer automatically takes 
over and runs the services previous
automated rocess as “auto-failover.

[Para 23] Distributed HA Clusters 

[Para 24] Distributed HA clusters utilize computers at different geographic locations, with 
software that maintains synchronization, ensures consistent data for all clients, and initiates 
auto-failover as required. These insure against not only hardware component failures, but 
also entire site failures (e.g., due to fire), and can provide for geographic load balancing. 
Distributed clusters are expensive to purchase and require substantial IT resources to 
integrate and maintain, and as such 
mentioned here only for completeness. 

[Para 25] HA Clusters with Shared Disk Arrays 

[Para 26] The most common and least expensive HA clusters consist of two adjacent 
computers, a primary and a secondary, which share a common disk array, typically a RAID. 
The secondary senses the operating status of the primary by periodically sending a message 
via the network or other communication channels, and expecting a reply. This is commonly 
referred to as “heartbeat ping.” If the secondary believes that the primary has failed, it 
initiates auto-failover. It then takes over the role of the primary, starts up all of the primary 
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services, and begins to access the filesystem that the original primary had been accessing 
(via the shared disk). This type of HA cluster is the only real option for small business, and is 
what the remainder of this paper will refer to unless it explicitly indicates a “distributed HA 

re that the primary is actually 

st be managed, and 
s at failover. 

 they will even run at all, depends entirely on the 

p 

, or to 
make th  nvironment. Examples include: 

)  

tive, or may require undesirable downtime or off-
hours servic

o e or 
atches. This may also invalidate license keys based on Ethernet 

o es. 

, the other card must eventually be able to read what the new card 

o 
ch. 

cluster”. 

[Para 27] HA Clusters: Constraints 

[Para 28] HA Clusters: Danger of Split Brain and Complexity 

[Para 29] It is essential that both computers never access the same filesystem at the same 
time, since this would likely cause the loss of data on that filesystem. This is because each 
computer could overwrite the data from the other, possibly corrupting the entire directory 
structure. No level of RAID can prevent this. This undesirable situation can occur if both 
computers believe they are the primary, and is commonly called "split brain." For example, if 
the primary temporarily hangs and cannot respond to the secondary heartbeat pings, the 
secondary will initiate auto-failover, but may be unable to ensu
shut down. If the primary later recovers, split brain can occur. 

[Para 30] For this reason, the more comprehensive HA clusters will incorporate multiple 
communication channels, and background watchdog processes in addition to the normal 
heartbeat ping daemons, in an attempt to prevent this. Although essential to ensure safety, 
this software and hardware does add additional mechanisms that mu
increases the number of variables that can cause problem

[Para 31] HA Clusters: Lack of Confidence at Failover 

[Para 32] As mentioned earlier, a non-stop computer provides high confidence that it will 
work correctly at failover, by nature of its design. In contrast, an HA cluster provides little 
confidence that it will work correctly at failover, also by nature of its design. This is because 
the primary and secondary computers are completely separate machines, which over time, 
will likely end up with different combinations of different versions of hardware, firmware, 
device drivers, patches, application software, or even operating systems. Even seemingly 
minor differences can cause programs to run differently. Whether the services will run 
correctly on the secondary at failover, if
compatibility of these two environments. 

[Para 33] The installation of two computers with identical hardware, software, and 
configurations, is simple. However, it becomes increasingly difficult, and expensive, to kee
those two environments from diverging over time as routine changes and repairs are made. 

[Para 34] Some changes merely must be made to both computers in order to ensure 
compatibility. However, it is easy to forget to make the changes in the second computer

em incorrectly, given a typical hectic business e
o Installing security patches or bug patches. 
o Modifying the TCP/IP configuration (IP address, subnet mask, etc.
o Adding new desktop client addresses to the access control rules. 

[Para 35] Some changes, on the other hand, cannot necessarily be made to both 
computers. Doing so may not be cost effec

e.  Examples of these include: 
Replacing a failed network card, which requires a new driver and possibly on
more OS p
address. 
Replacing a RAID controller, which may also require a new driver or OS patch
This must be fully compatible with the RAID controller on the other computer, 
since at failover, it must access the filesystem written by that other card. 
Furthermore
has written. 
Replacing an old motherboard with a newer version, since the older one is no 
longer available. This may require a newer version of the OS, not just a pat
This newer OS may employ different configuration tools (such as Red Hat 
ipchains vs. iptables), thus making even simple configuration changes more 
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cumbersome to keep in sync. This new hardware may also invalidate license 
keys. 

[Para 36] The fundamental issue is whether the software services will run correctly in the 
new environment. Underlying this are the lower level compatibility issues, such as those 
pointed out with the RAID controller and motherboard. Of course, this all could be addressed 

ry environments will diverge over time. The more they 

e primary and secondary, and (2) continuously verify that services will run 

lly implies periodic reevaluation and testing 
h le to implement such meticulous 

, thus not leaving the secondary idle and wasting that 

may cause a problem for other 
r

can be 
substa l, g during 
norma r

omplex ongoing testing. 

s, 

r to ensure that they will work correctly at failover. 
ithout such ongoing attention, they almost certainly will not work correctly at failover, thus 

providing only a false sense of security

by always making the same changes in both computers, but this increases the hardware cost 
and requires even more IT resources, along with downtime or off-hour service. 

[Para 37] The types of changes and reasons for them are endless, but they are guaranteed 
to occur, and the primary and seconda
diverge, the more likely it is that the secondary will not run the services the same as the 
primary, if it will even run them at all.  

[Para 38] Consequently, unless mechanisms exist that (1) attempt to maintain compatibility 
between th
correctly on the secondary at failover, there is no reason to have confidence in the HA cluster 
at failover. 

[Para 39] Current HA clusters do not provide such mechanisms. The end user is left to 
their own resources to provide them. This genera
during off- ours. However, the end user may be unab
ongoing procedures due to limited IT resources.  

[Para 40] HA Clusters: Load Sharing: Asset or Liability? 

[Para 41] HA cluster literature often mentions the ability to distribute services across both 
computers during normal operation
resource. If either computer fails, the other will run the failed computers services along with 
the services it was already running. 

[Para 42] This can and does work. However, this increases the complexity of the setup and 
configuration. More importantly, this exacerbates the already difficult problem of ensuring 
correct operation at failover. For example, at failover, all services must now run 
simultaneously with other services that they did not run with before. How can one know that 
the services will not interfere with each other in unpredictable ways?  As another example, a 
particular service may be expected to exist at the same IP address after failover. If the 
backup computer switches to that IP address at failover, this 
services al eady running on the backup computer. Of course, multiple network cards and 
multi-homing can solve this, but again with added complexity 

[Para 43] This added complexity comes with two costs. Since these costs 
ntia  it is important to weigh them against the added benefit of load sharin
l ope ation: 
(1) The cost of IT support, especially for the more c
(2) The cost incurred if the cluster does not work correctly at failover. 

[Para 44] Summary of Existing High Availability Servers 

[Para 45] Hot-swap servers, although inexpensive, are not a true HAS. Non-stop 
computers require minimal ongoing IT support but are too costly for most small businesse
especially if multiple servers are required. Distributed HA clusters are expensive to purchase 
and require substantial ongoing IT support, and are rarely cost-effective for small business. 

[Para 46] Thus, HA clusters using shared disk arrays have been the only viable option for 
small business. They are much less expensive than non-stop computers to purchase, provide 
automated failover, and provide the possibility of load sharing. However, they require 
substantial ongoing IT resources in orde
W

. 

 

Heading  
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SUMMAR  OF THE INY VENTION 

ations and permutations of these aspects that 

ices run correctly on the Secondary, as well as on the 
ser of this relentless, substantial 
uring that it will work correctly at 

tch to the Secondary. Examples of 

business operations continue, unaffected. Resolving such 
days. During this time, business 

r d and resolved while not under 

ary server continues to function normally. If problems are encountered (as is often 
usiness functions continue unaffected. Once the 

 an be switched. The Secondary becomes Primary 

e, and the rationale 
s of failure modes, 

[Para 47] One embodiment of this invention is now described in order to provide an 
introduction and summary. This embodiment is termed “ATLAS”. 

[Para 48] Overview 

[Para 49] In this embodiment, shown in FIG 1, ATLAS consists of a Primary Server and a 
Secondary Server, each connected to the existing business network, and each with front 
mounted swappable Unbound Disks. The Primary runs all services (e.g., web server, email 
server, database server, file server) and stores all client data for these services. 

[Para 50] If a problem occurs, one simply shuts down both servers, swaps the Unbound 
Disks from the Primary to the Secondary, then boots the Secondary. The Secondary now 
boots up as the Primary, running all services and utilizing the same data and configurations 
as the original Primary. We refer to this as “manual-failover.”  

[Para 51] Fundamental to ATLAS is its “reduced complexity architecture” with manual-
failover. Compared with existing HA clusters, this simpler approach has fewer variables, 
fewer options, and as a result, fewer combin
must be configured, tested, and maintained over time. This reduces the required ongoing IT 
support, while increasing confidence at failover, since there are fewer things that can go 
wrong. Moreover, the cold restart ensures that all services start in the same manner and with 
the same system state as they did originally. 

[Para 52] Also fundamental to ATLAS is its Sentry software, comprising Synchronizer and 
Verifier. This ensures correct operation at failover by performing two critical tasks: (1) 
Synchronizer maintains synchronization between the Primary and Secondary, and (2) Verifier 
continuously verifies that all serv
Primary. These essential mechanisms relieve the end u
burden that comes with existing HA clusters; that is, ens
failover. This significantly reduces the amount of ongoing IT support required, while 
increasing confidence at failover. 

[Para 53] Overview: Preventing Downtime from Failures 

[Para 54] ATLAS ensures that a hardware failure on the Primary server will not disrupt 
services for more than the few minutes required to swi
hardware failures include the CPU, motherboard, memory, I/O buses, internal cabling, 
controllers, disk drives, power supply, network cards or patch cables. A tri-server system with 
a Primary server and two Secondary servers can be used to insure against simultaneous 
hardware failures on both the Primary and a Secondary. 

[Para 55] If a problem occurs, then regardless of its possible cause, one should simply 
switch to the Secondary to see if it goes away. One need not have any idea of what the 
cause may be. If the problem disappears, then it was likely something in the Primary and can 
now be investigated while 
problems, especially intermittent ones, can take hours if not 
is not inter upted. Moreover, the problem can be investigate
intense pressure to restore services, which often results in makeshift solutions or “hacks” that 
can result in future problems. 

[Para 56] Overview: Reducing Downtime for Maintenance 

[Para 57] ATLAS can reduce downtime for planned maintenance, such as OS upgrades or 
new software additions. The maintenance can be performed on the Secondary server while 
the Prim
the case), they can be resolved while b
Secondary is working correctly, the roles c
and all clients now see the new system. Maintenance can then be performed on the other 
server. 

[Para 58] The ATLAS Design Concepts 

[Para 59] This section discusses the ATLAS design goals, architectur
behind the architecture. It also compares ATLAS with prior art in term
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requir and level of confidence at failover. Following is a brief overview, 
with e  sections. 

[Para

r. 

Then, instead of this unnecessary complexity, we provide the necessary 
s e that the system will work correctly at failover. This 

e stantial, continuing burden, which exists with other HA 

ikes an 
rs with auto-failover that (1) 

 and (2) require substantial IT 

erver 
r S  server 
T (1) handle 

. To this end, 
al f and restarted. This 

ith the same system 

g the Primary services. This approach reduces the required amount of ongoing IT 
gher level of confidence at failover. This 

he Secondary server for the unknown future 
p

ed ongoing IT support, 
ach issue examined in the following

 60] ATLAS is designed to achieve three essential requirements: 
(1) Reduce cost. 
(2) Reduce required IT support. 
(3) Increase confidence that the system will work correctly at failove

[Para 61] These requirements are met through two fundamental design criteria: 
(1) Remove all unnecessary complexity.  
(2) Provide automated tools to ensure correct operation at failover. 

[Para 62] By removing unnecessary complexity through a manual-failover approach and 
reduced complexity architecture, the system has fewer variables and fewer aspects to 
configure, maintain, and test over time. This reduces the required ongoing IT support. 
Further, this increases confidence at failover since there are fewer things that can go wrong. 

[Para 63] 
mechanism to automatically ensur
relieves th  end user of this sub
clusters. The result is a system in which one can have confidence, with minimal ongoing 
support. 

[Para 64] Reducing Complexity 

[Para 65] The ATLAS reduced complexity architecture with manual-failover str
important balance between no failover capacity, and HA cluste
can cause more problems than they attempt to prevent,
resources to manage. Following are some examples of how the ATLAS architecture 
decreases the amount of IT support required, while increasing confidence at failover. 

[Para 66] Reducing Complexity: No Danger of Split Brain 

[Para 67] As discussed previously, a fundamental issue with HA clusters is "split brain", 
where both servers mistakenly become the Primary, which can lead to loss of data. With our 
manual failover approach, such data loss simply cannot occur since there are no shared 
disks. Further, both servers can never think they are Primary since the “role” of the s
(Primary o econdary) is defined by the swappable disks, and they can be in only one
at a time. his design obviates the need for the additional software complexity to 
the auto-failover, and (2) guard against split brain. The end result is fewer mechanisms that 
must be managed and tested, and fewer variables that can cause problems at failover. 

[Para 68] Reducing Complexity: Increased Confidence through Manual Failover 

[Para 69] The critical issue of confidence at failover was examined previously
our manu ailover approach requires that both servers be shutdown 
ensures that, at failover, all services start in the same manner and w
state as they did originally, reducing the likelihood of transient problems and increasing 
confidence at failover -- all without requiring any complex and special software. 

[Para 70] Reducing Complexity: Reducing Cost by not Load Sharing 

[Para 71] As also previously discussed, clusters provide an opportunity to distribute 
services across the computers during normal operation. However, doing so results in 
increased IT support costs, especially for the more elaborate ongoing testing that is required, 
while also increasing the possibility of problems at failover. For these reasons, ATLAS does 
not allow load sharing. During normal operation, all services run on the Primary only. The 
Secondary is dedicated to the tasks involved with ensuring correct operation at failover and 
monitorin
support, while simultaneously providing a hi
essentially trades the known upfront cost of t
costs of su port, and the potentially much larger cost of the system not working correctly at 
failover. 

[Para 72] Increasing Confidence at Failover 
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[Para rovide some 
mean e rrect operation at 
failove  a which are examined in next sections. 

ystems will 
ly

it is that the Secondary will 
services the same 

g compatibility between the Primary 
and S n the 
following th ing the existing business network. 
These  e

s are tracking, even across 

ntax or semantics of the file contents. An example of this 

o the version required on the 

uration files, software version differences between the 
d

, either from an account wizard GUI or as a side effect of installing software that 
ge will be recorded in 

 73] As discussed previously, with any HA cluster it is essential to p
s of nsuring that it will work correctly at failover. ATLAS ensures co
r by utomating the following three tasks, 
(1) Maintain compatibility between the Primary and Secondary servers. 
(2) Verify that all services run correctly in the failover environment. 
(3) Provide a continuous status report. 

[Para 74] Increasing Confidence: Maintaining Primary and Secondary Compatibility 

[Para 75] We previously examined the importance of maintaining compatibility between the 
Primary and Secondary servers to ensure correct operation at failover. Although it is simple 
to initially set up two servers with identical hardware and software, the s
undoubted  diverge over time, as changes are required in hardware, software, and 
configurations. The more the two servers diverge, the more likely 
not run the as the Primary, if the services will even run at all.  

[Para 76] Current HA clusters provide no mechanisms to address this issue. The end user 
must design and implement procedures to maintain compatibility. 

[Para 77] With ATLAS, automatic mechanisms that ensure compatibility have been 
designed in from the start. ATLAS automatically maintains server compatibility in the face of 
changes to hardware, software, and configurations. These mechanisms are now described. 

[Para 78] Synchronizer is responsible for maintainin
eco dary environments. To meet this responsibility, synchronizer performs 

ree tasks for each supported service, utiliz
 are ach discussed in the following paragraphs. 
(1) Ensure that Primary and Secondary configuration

different configuration versions and formats. 
(2) Ensure that verification test data correctly exists on the Secondary. 
(3) Manage all changes in a version control system. 

[Para 79] First, Synchronizer ensures that the configurations on the Secondary correctly 
reflect the meaning of the configurations on the Primary. This is not simply a matter of 
copying the files across. Configuration files can change with different versions of software. 
Some changes are simple, such as a new file location or name. Some changes are more 
involved, such as altering the sy
would be a change from non-shadow passwords to shadow passwords. However, some 
changes are more complex, such as Red Hat Linux changing the method of network access 
control from ipchains to iptables. 

[Para 80] Regardless of the type of change, Synchronizer handles the differences by 
automatically converting from the version on the Primary t
Secondary. If the differences cannot be handled correctly, perhaps due to incompatible 
software versions or malformed configuration settings, Synchronizer will report this. The 
problem can then be resolved before a failover event occurs. 

[Para 81] Second, Synchronizer must ensure that the test data, which is required in order 
to verify each service, exists on the Secondary and correctly reflects the contents of that test 
data on the Primary. As with the config
Primary an  Secondary are automatically handled, and any problems are reported. Note, any 
such problems would probably also be reported by Verifier, since the Secondary services 
would likely not perform as expected. 

[Para 82] Finally, all changes to all configuration or test data files are managed by a 
version control system. This allows one to view each change, when it was made, and to roll 
back to a previous state if necessary. This occurs regardless of how the change was made. 
For example, the user authentication files might be modified in a text editor, or updated 
automatically
required a new user account. Regardless of how it was done, the chan
the version control system, and the Secondary authentication files will be updated 
accordingly. 
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[Para 83] Increasing Confidence: Verifying the Failover Environment 

[Para 84] Maintaining compatibility is just the first step to ensuring correct operation at 

the HA cluster 
 

Primary. This is in contrast with typical HA 

ns 
 

, regardless of the cause. It will 

ugh the Secondary Unbound Disks will not 
o

 Secondary Unbound Disks do contain the configurations and data that are 
requir

[Para the 
following tas

that these changes 
a

Primary Verifier 

 as client workstations, DNS servers, or routers.  The collective monitoring 
use of problems, which can 

help assess whether a problem lies in the network, the server, a particular service, or a 
particular client. 

failover. As discussed previously, unless mechanisms exist which continuously verify that 
services will run correctly on the Secondary, one can have little confidence in 
at failover.

[Para 85] Current HA clusters provide no mechanisms to address this issue. The end user 
must design and implement procedures to ensure correct operation at failover. 

[Para 86] With ATLAS, automatic mechanisms to verify the failover environment have been 
designed in from the start. ATLAS continuously runs, exercises, and verifies all services on 
the Secondary, and automatically reports any problems. Note that it does this simultaneously 
with providing those same services on the 
clusters, which go to great lengths to disallow the simultaneous running of a service on both 
the Primary and a Secondary (i.e., to guard against split brain), and which only run a service 
on the Secondary after the Primary has failed. 

[Para 87] With ATLAS, it is important to understand that the Secondary automatically ru
all services exactly the same as the Primary runs them. This is due to Synchronizer, which 
ensures that the Secondary configurations are tracking with the Primary configurations. 
Consequently, the Secondary takes exactly the same actions as the Primary at boot time. 

[Para 88] Verifier is responsible for continuously verifying that all services run correctly on 
the Secondary. To meet this responsibility, Verifier remotely exercises each service, utilizing 
the existing business network, and verifies the results. Anything that would cause a service to 
run incorrectly on the Secondary will be detected and reported
detect not only the obvious issues such hardware or network faults, but also software 
incompatibilities, configuration problems, or even a malfunctioning Synchronizer. The 
problem can then be resolved before a failover event occurs. 

[Para 89] The one difference between services running on the Primary and Secondary is 
that they access different Unbound Disks. Altho
contain all f the application data that exists on the Primary Unbound Disks, Synchronizer 
ensures that the

ed in order to run and verify each service. 

 90] For example, to exercise and verify a web server Verifier may perform 
ks: 

(1) Open a static web page and verify the contents returned. 
(2) Open a web page that is dynamically created from a database, and verify the 

contents returned. 
(3) Open a web page that requires Java applets, and verify their operation. 
(4) Verify that restricted web pages are, in fact, restricted. And so on. 

[Para 91] The file structure and data required to support these tests will be installed on the 
Primary as part of Verifier setup. This would include the static and dynamic web page files, 
the necessary CGI programs, the test database, and so on. Synchronizer then ensures that 
this file structure and data will also exist on the Secondary.  If the verification procedure is 
later modified and the necessary data changes, Synchronizer ensures 
are propag ted to the Secondary. Thus, the web server runs on the Primary and Secondary 
with identical configurations, and can be verified on the Secondary even though it does not 
have access to all of the application data on the Primary Unbound Disks. 

[Para 92] Since the ATLAS architecture is symmetric, not only does the 
verify the Secondary services, but the Secondary Verifier also verifies the Primary services 
as well. Thus, ATLAS not only ensures correct operation at failover, but also monitors 
services on the Primary during normal operation, all with the same software. 

[Para 93] Each Verifier also monitors its local servers overall health, and other entities on 
the network such
results from both Verifiers are a valuable aid in determining the ca
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[Para 94] Increasing Confidence at Failover: Status Reporting 

[Para 95] All status information from both Synchronizer and Verifier is reported through a 
monitoring mechanism on each ATLAS server. The output can be viewed either from a web 
browser or directly on the server consoles. Status alerts and problems can be reported with 

ugh email, pagers, etc. 

ture augmented with (2) an automated mechanism to ensure 

ilover, since there are simply fewer things, and combinations of things, that 

orted 

oing IT support that is required, while providing an HAS in which one can 
have confidence. 

Heading  

[Para 104]  

Definition List 1  

selectable visual or audible effects, as well as thro

[Para 96] Summary of the ATLAS Architecture 

[Para 97] Summary: Increase Confidence / Reduce Cost 

[Para 98] ATLAS is designed to increase confidence at failover, while reducing both the 
upfront cost and the ongoing IT support cost. These goals are achieved by (1) utilizing a 
reduced complexity architec
correct operation at failover. 

[Para 99] Summary: Reduced Complexity Architecture 

[Para 100] The reduced complexity architecture includes characteristics such as manual-
failover (instead of auto-failover), the requirement for a full reboot at failover, and not allowing 
load sharing. As a result, ATLAS has fewer aspects to configure, maintain, and test over 
time, which reduces the amount of ongoing IT support that is required. These also increase 
confidence at fa
can go wrong. 

[Para 101] Summary: Providing Confidence at Failover 

[Para 102] The automated mechanism to ensure correct operation at failover is provided by 
the ATLAS software. Synchronizer ensures that the Primary and Secondary environments 
remain compatible across configuration changes as well as different versions of hardware 
and software. Verifier ensures that all services will run correctly at failover by continuously 
exercising and verifying the operation of each service on the Secondary, as well as on the 
Primary. Any problems from either Synchronizer or Verifier are automatically rep
through a flexible monitoring system, and can be remedied before a failover is required. 

[Para 103] By automatically ensuring correct operation at failover, ATLAS relieves the end 
user of this substantial, endless IT support burden. The result is a considerable reduction in 
the amount of ong

DEFINITIONS 

Term Definition 

Bound Data  This comprises data that is always attached to the same server. See also 
Unbound Data. 

Client Data For any service, the data accessed or otherwise used by clients of that 
service. See also Verifier Data. 

Config Data The configuration files for the operating system and services. 

Environment The Environment comprises programs and data that are required to provide a 
service, and which can affect the operational status of the service.  

EnvN  This notation indicates that the EnvVersion has a value of N. For example, 
Env2 indicates that the EnvVersion is 2. 

EnvSpecific Data  The EnvSpecific Data contained in the Bound Data, contains those objects 
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that are dependent on the Environment. 

EnvVersion 

rred to as “newer”, 

The Environment Version of a server. A new, unique, monotonically 
increasing EnvVersion number is created if any of the SyncFiles or IdentFiles 
must change in terms of name, location, format, or semantics. Such a change 
could be due, for example, to changes in hardware, the OS, or the programs 
providing a service. Since the value of the EnvVersion simply indicates a time 
sequence, an EnvVersion that is larger than another is refe
and an EnvVersion that is smaller is referred to as “older”. 

failover 
, but 

o apply to any other role change (e.g., PRI to SEC, or SEC1 to 

This refers to changing a server’s role by swapping its Unbound Data with 
that from another server. This commonly applies to a SEC becoming PRI
it can als
SEC2). 

IdentFilePaths  all files that must be installed at boot in order to This file contains the paths of 
set the Identity of the server. 

IdentFiles  The files specified by the paths in IdentFilePaths. 

Identity  r is its network identity, usually consisting of its IP The Identity of a given serve
address, subnet mask, etc. 

Identity Data The information required to set and maintain the Identity. 

Master Config  

er, said different server can 
n said Unbound Data. 

The Master Config file on each server defines its own role (e.g., PRI), as well 
as the name and address of each of its partners (e.g., SEC1 and SEC1’s IP 
address).  If its role is PRI, Master Config lists all secondary server(s) as 
partners.  If its role is SECN, Master Config lists only the primary server as its 
partner (secondaries know only about the primary, not each other). The 
Master Config is always stored in the Unbound Data, so that when the 
Unbound Data is attached to a different serv
assume the role stored o

OS The Operating System.  

Partners 
 be aware of each SECN, and each SECN must be 

The Partners of a server are those other servers of which it must be aware. 
For example, PRI must
aware of at least PRI. 

PRI  

 coexist as long as the sets of services provided by each PRI are 

This refers to the Primary server that provides a particular service or set of 
services.  For a given service, only one PRI can exist at any time.  Multiple 
PRIs can
disjoint. 

Role  ver 
 single secondary server (SEC), or one of N secondary servers 

The Role of a given server indicates whether it is currently the primary ser
(PRI), the
(SECN). 

Role/Identity Install 
shot 

On a server, the action of setting the Role of the server from the Master 
Config, and installing its network Identity from information in the Snap
identified by the Role and EnvVersion of this server. 

SEC  This refers to a Secondary server for a particular PRI. 

SECN  
ystem with two secondary servers would have a PRI, a 

SEC1, and a SEC2. 

This refers to the Nth Secondary server (where N is 1,2,3…) for a particular 
PRI. For example, a s
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Service Essentially any aspect of the system that requires compatibility maintenance 
by Synchronizer, or that requires monitoring by Verifier, or both. This 
commonly refers to application level services such as, but not limited to, an 
NFS server, a Samba server, a WEB server, an email server, or a database 
server. This can also refer to lower level services such as, but not limited to, 
DNS, NTP, IP connectivity to other servers, RAID subsystem status, OS 
performance, or monitoring ambient temperature,  

Snapshot  A Snapshot contains the state at a particular time on a particular server of all 
data that must be synchronized between PRI and each SECN, with all data 
managed in a version control system. In the presently-preferred embodiment 
this consists of the SyncFilePaths file and copies of the SyncFiles that it 
refers to, and the IdentFilePaths file and copies of the IdentFiles that it refers 
to, with each of these files managed in the RCS version control system. A 
Snapshot is always identified by both a particular Role and a particular 
EnvVersion.  When a Snapshot is created, it is identified by both the Role and 
the EnvVersion of the server that created it. The Snapshot can then be 
converted to an appropriate form for a different EnvVersion, then being 
identified by both the Role of the server that created it, and the different 
EnvVersion. 

Snapshot Create On a server, the action of creating, from the system, a Snapshot 
corresponding to both the Role and the EnvVersion of the server. In the 
presently-preferred embodiment, a server performing a “Snapshot Create” will 
access the Snapshot area corresponding to the role and the EnvVersion of 
the server, and for each path in the SyncFilePaths and for each path in the 
IdentFilePaths, will copy the object from the path rooted at the system level to 
the path rooted under the Snapshot area, and then will run RCS ‘ci’ (check in) 
on the path rooted under the Snapshot area. For example, if the Snapshot 
area is “PRI/OSv1” and the path is “/etc/hosts”, then “/etc/hosts” will be copied 
to “PRI/OSv1/etc/hosts” and RCS ‘ci’ will be run on “PRI/OSv1/etc/hosts”. 

Snapshot Install On a server, the action of installing, to the system, a Snapshot corresponding 
to both the role of PRI and the EnvVersion of the server. In the presently-
preferred embodiment, a server performing a “Snapshot Install” will access 
the Snapshot area corresponding to the role of PRI and the EnvVersion of the 
server, and for each path in the SyncFilePaths and for each path in the 
IdentFilePaths, will copy the object from the path rooted under the Snapshot 
area to the path rooted at the system level. For example, if the Snapshot area 
is “PRI/OSv2” and the path is “/etc/sys/network”, then 
“PRI/OSv2/etc/sys/network” will be copied to “/etc/sys/network”. 

SnapshotEnvVersion This specifies the newest EnvVersion for which a valid Snapshot exists for a 
given Role. This is not shown explicitly in the Figures, but is indicated by 
boldface text in the Snapshot box corresponding to the SnapshotEnvVersion. 

Sync and Identity Data The Sync and Identity Data on the Unbound Data, contains the Master 
Config, the SyncFilePaths and IdentFilePaths, and copies of all SyncFiles and 
IdentFiles, stored in a Role-specific and Environment-specific manner. 

SyncCycle  This refers to following collection of actions. PRI takes a “snapshot” and 
pushes that data to all SECs. Each SEC then pushes that data to the system 
level, takes its own snapshot, and pushes it back to PRI. Implicit in this are 
the data conversions for newer or older EnvVersions (EnvVNs). 

Synced This refers to a SEC environment that is synchronized with the PRI 
environment (e.g., SECN is Synced). A given SECN is Synced when it has 
performed a successful SnapshotInstall in response to PRI.  
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SyncFilePaths  This file can be viewed as the result of concatenating all SyncFilePathsSvcN 
files and the SyncFilePathsSpecial file together. This defines the paths of all 
files that must be synced from the PRI to all SECN servers.  These include 
OS config files, application service config files, and data files used for 
verifying the operation of application services. 

SyncFilePathsSpecial  This file contains the paths of files that must be synced from PRI to all SECs 
that are not included in the set of SyncFilePathsSvcN files. 

SyncFilePathsSvcN A separate SyncFilePathsSvcN file exists for each service N, and contains 
the paths of files that must be synced from PRI to all SECs for that service N.  
For example, these paths can be configuration files for services like NFS or 
Samba, or for lower-level OS services like DNS or NTP, or these paths can 
be the data required by VERIFIER to exercise and verify the service. 
VERIFIER automatically creates SyncFilePathsSvcN for each service N. 

SyncFiles  The files specified by the paths in SyncFilePaths. 

Unbound Data  This comprises the data that can be connected to any server. See also Bound 
Data. 

Verifier Data For any service, the data used by Verifier to exercise and assess the 
operational status of the service. See also Client Data. 

VerifyServiceN  This refers to the program responsible for verifying the correct operation of 
Service N (e.g., VerifyNFS or VerifyNetwork). 

Headin  g 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[Para 105] FIG 1. Overview of entire system architecture and fundamental components, 
shown in an example two server system. 

[Para 106] FIG 2. Example with Primary server (PRI), and two Secondary servers (SEC1, 
SEC2) providing a set of services accessing service specific data, with Synchronizer and 
Verifier shown. 

[Para 107] FIG 3. Depicts Verifier operation, showing Verifier on PRI exercising services on 
SEC1 and SEC2, and Verifier on SEC1 exercising services on PRI. 

[Para 108] FIG 4. Shows Bound Data and Unbound Data, Environment in which services 
are provided, Sync and Identity Data, and Master Config that determines the role of each 
server. 

[Para 109] FIG 5. Depicts Server A and Server B switching Roles, and Master Config data 
determining Role. 

[Para 110] FIG 6. Depicts Synchronizer operation, showing all Synchronizers 
communicating in order to maintain synchronization of Sync and Identity Data on all servers. 

[Para 111] FIG 7. A more detailed view of the structure and elements of previously 
described components. 

[Para 112] FIG 8. Example three server system with detailed view, each server having a 
different Environment, which will be employed for the following walkthroughs and discussion. 

[Para 113] FIG 9. Each server, during boot, performs a Role/Identity Install, setting its Role 
and network Identity from Sync and Identity Data. 

[Para 114] FIG 10. The PRI runs Verifier in SetUp mode, to install necessary Verifier Data. 

[Para 115] FIG 11. Each server performs a Snapshot Create, storing Snapshot data into 
Role-specific and Environment-specific area in Sync and Identity Data. 
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[Para 116] FIG 12. Servers perform ConvertToOlder if necessary, converting Snapshot data 
to forms compatible with older Environment versions. 

[Para 117] FIG 13. Servers perform Snapshot Send, sending their Role-specific Snapshot 
Data to their Partners. PRI sends to both SEC1 and SEC2, while SEC1 and SEC2 send to 
PRI. 

[Para 118] FIG 14. Servers perform ConvertToNewer if necessary, converting Snapshot 
data to forms compatible with newer Environment versions. 

[Para 119] FIG 15. SEC1 and SEC2 perform Snapshot Install, installing Snapshot data from 
their Role-specific and Environment-specific area up to the system. 

[Para 120] FIG 16. PRI performs a Snapshot Compare, verifying that Secondary Snapshots 
agree with its own Snapshot. 

[Para 121] FIG 17. Scenario #1. Server A (PRI) requires maintenance. Server A (PRI) and 
Server B  (SEC1) are shutdown, and the Unbound Data Server A is placed into Server B. 

[Para 122] FIG 18. Server B is shown booting, performing a Role/Identity Install that sets its 
Role to PRI, running Verifier in SetUp mode, and performing a Snapshot Create. 

[Para 123] FIG 19. Server B (PRI) performing SnapshotSend to its partner. 

[Para 124] FIG 20. Server C performing ConvertToNewer and Snapshot Install. 

[Para 125] FIG 21. Server C performing Snapshot Create and ConvertToOlder. 

[Para 126] FIG 22. Server C performing Snapshot Send to its partner. 

[Para 127] FIG 23. PRI performs a Snapshot Compare. End of Scenario #1. 

[Para 128] FIG 24. Scenario #2. Server A is repaired and brought back into the system. The 
Unbound Data that was removed from Server B is placed into Server A, it boots, performs a 
ConvertToNewer, and performs a Role/Identity Install, setting its Role to SEC1. 

[Para 129] FIG 25. PRI performs a Snapshot Send to its partners. 

[Para 130] FIG 26. SEC1 and SEC2 perform ConvertToNewer. 

[Para 131] FIG 27. SEC1 and SEC2 perform Snapshot Install. SEC1 is now Synced with 
PRI. 

[Para 132] FIG 28. SEC1 and SEC2 perform Snapshot Create. 

[Para 133] FIG 29. SEC1 and SEC2 perform ConvertToOlder. 

[Para 134] FIG 30. SEC1 and SEC2 perform Snapshot Send to their partner PRI. 

[Para 135] FIG 31. PRI performs Snapshot Compare. End of Scenario #2. 

[Para 136] FIG 32. Scenario #3.  Goal is to swap roles of Server B and Server C. Both are 
shutdown and Unbound Data is swapped. 

[Para 137] FIG 33. Server B and Server C boot, performing Role/Identity Install, with Server 
C having to perform a ConvertToNewer first. Server C is now PRI and server B is now SEC2. 
End of Scenario #3. 

[Para 138] FIG 34. Starting from scratch, showing minimal data that must exist in Sync and 
Identity Data and EnvSpecific Data. 

[Para 139] FIG 35. Showing services running on all servers. 

[Para 140] FIG 36. Depicting Synchronizer on PRI running Verifier for Service N in SetUp 
mode, which installs Verifier Data, and then performing Snapshot Send, which installs Verifier 
Data on SEC1 and SEC2. 

[Para 141] FIG 37. Depicting Verifier for Service N on PRI exercising Service N on SEC1 
and SEC2, with those services accessing Verifier Data. 

[Para 142] FIG 38. Depicting Verifier for Service N on SEC1 and SEC2 exercising Service N 
on PRI, with those services accessing Verifier Data. 
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[Para 143] FIG 39. Depicting Verifier Control managing all Verifiers for all services. 

[Para 144] FIG 40. Depicting Verifier Results providing operational status information in 
various ways. 

[Para 145] FIG 41. An example embodiment of the Environment-specific Snapshot data, 
showing conversions between different Environment versions. 

[Para 146] FIG 42. An example embodiment of Sync and Identity Data structure, supporting 
Role-specific and Environment-specific Snapshot data. 

Headin  g 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

[Para 147] The presently-preferred embodiment of the invention is now described in detail 
through an example configuration and walkthrough of the typical operation. The following 
descriptions were chosen to provide a clear and concise presentation of the invention, and 
said descriptions are not intended to limit the scope of the invention as set forth in the 
attached claims. It should be understood that all embodiments described in this document are 
particular illustrations of numerous and varied other possible embodiments, which may still 
constitute application of the principles of this invention. Such other embodiments may be 
devised by those skilled in the art without departing from the spirit or scope of this invention 
and it is my intent they be deemed within the scope of this invention. 

[Para 148] For example, for simplicity and consistency, the examples will generally refer to a 
Unix style operating system and Unix style services, such as a Red Hat Linux operating 
system with services such as an NFS file server and an Apache web server. However, the 
principles of this invention are independent of the particular operating system and services 
with which it is used. This invention can be implemented to work with any operating system 
and any set of services that run on that operating system, such as, for example, a Windows 
Server 2003 operating system, with services such as Microsoft Exchange Server and Internet 
Information Server. 

[Para 149] As another example, a description may refer to files that contain configuration 
information. However, this information could instead be maintained in a database.  As 
another example, when it is suggested that a file can be viewed as the catenation of a set of 
other files, this could instead be an object created from the union of a set of fields from a 
relational database. 

[Para 150] As another example, a program may be specified to run in different “modes” to 
achieve different goals. The presently  preferred embodiment may implement this by starting 
the program with command line arguments that indicate the mode. However, this could 
instead be implemented as a suite of programs, one per mode, perhaps communicating via a 
common database or common files. This could also be implemented as a single program that 
runs continuously and accepts signals to switch modes.  

[Para 151] As another example, the description may specify a first program sending a 
request to a second program, or signaling a second program, and that second program 
receiving the request or signal.  In the presently-preferred embodiment, this is generally 
accomplished by the first program simply executing the second program with appropriate 
command line options to indicate the request or signal, and if the second program is on a 
remote server, executing it through a remote shell such as ssh. However, in another valid 
embodiment, the second  program could be running continuously, with the request or signal 
communicated to it through shared memory or an interprocess communication channel, or a 
network if remotely located. The form of the request could be a data message or perhaps a 
simple asynchronous signal. 

[Para 152] As another example, the description may specify that a first program sends data 
to a second program on a different server. In the presently-preferred embodiment, this is 
generally accomplished by using a remote distribution tool such as rdist or rcp, and the data 
is placed into locations that the second program can find. However, in another valid 
embodiment, this data could be sent using lower level network protocols such as sockets, 
where the second program receives the data directly from the socket. 
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[Para 153] As another example, the description refers to personnel or operators who 
manage the system. Although currently this would likely be humans, some of this 
management could be performed by other computer systems as well. 

[Para 154] The presently-preferred embodiment of ATLAS is designed to achieve three 
essential requirements, as  previously discussed in the Summary:  (1) Decrease cost; (2) 
Decrease required IT support; and (3) Increase confidence that the system will work correctly 
at failover. 

[Para 155] These requirements are met through two fundamental design goals, as 
previously discussed in the Summary: 

(1) Remove unnecessary complexity. 
(2) Provide automated tools to ensure correct operation at failover. 

[Para 156] Goal 1 is realized through the ATLAS reduced complexity architecture with 
manual failover, as well as through the clean, symmetric design of the Sentry software suite. 
Goal 2 is realized through the Sentry software suite, which comprises Synchronizer and 
Verifier. Synchronizer maintains compatible environments on all servers while Verifier 
exercises and verifies all services on all servers. It is important to observe that Goal 2 could 
be realized in an environment that does not realize Goal 1. For example, the methods in this 
invention for Goal 2 could  be realized in a conventional HA cluster with automatic-failover. 
Indeed, any HA cluster should provide for Goal 2 in order to provide confidence in its ability to 
failover successfully.  

[Para 157] The description begins by following claims 1 through 5 in order, and introducing 
the related elements. FIG 2 through FIG 6 serve this purpose. From FIG 7 on, the description 
is presented in a manner as to best describe this invention, which does not necessarily follow 
the order of the attached claims. 

[Para 158] Relating to claim 1, FIG 2 shows the fundamental elements of this invention. This 
comprises three servers, shown as Server A 4, Server B 5, and Server C 6 (labeled at the top 
right). The Role of each server is indicated in the box at the upper left hand corner of the 
server, showing  Server A 4 with the Role of  PRI 1 (where PRI indicates the Primary server), 
Server B 5 with the Role of SEC1 2 (where SEC1 indicates “Secondary server  #1”), and 
Server C 6 with the Role of  SEC2 3 (where SEC2 indicates “Secondary  server #2”). All 
three servers  are connected to a Network 5. 

[Para 159] All servers are shown providing the same Service N 11, where N indicates one of 
many possible services, where Service N 11 is accessing Service N Data 12, depicted by the 
dashed line with arrow. Clients of Service N 11 will access only the Service N 11 running on 
PRI 1. The additional shaded boxes behind Service N 11 and Service N Data 12 depict a 
typical environment where multiple such services can coexist, and can be provided 
simultaneously. In the presently-preferred embodiment, Verifier 70 is utilized in determining 
operational status of said service on any said server. Verifier 70 runs on all servers, where 
Verifier 70 on one server determines the operational status of Service N 11 and determines 
whether Service N 11 is working correctly, on one or more of the other servers or on its own 
server. Any server can assume the Role of any other server (e.g., Server B 5 can assume the 
role of PRI and Server A 4 can assume the role of SEC1). In the presently-preferred 
embodiment, Synchronizer 60 runs on all servers, and ensures, after a first server assumes 
the Role of a second server, that Service N 11 will be working correctly on the first server. 

[Para 160] Relating to claim 2, FIG 3 depicts determining operational status of said service 
on any said server, by depicting the operation of Verifier 70. This figure shows that Server N 
Data 12 now comprises both Client Data 18 and Verifier Data 17. Only Client Data 18 on PRI 
1 contains the actual client data that is accessed by clients of Service N 11. Client Data 18 on 
SEC1 2 and SEC2 3, labeled “<skel>”, contains some minimal structural information about 
Client Data 18 that is used by Verifier 70 in conjunction with Verifier Data 17. The dotted lines 
with arrows on the left side depict Verifier 70 requesting Service N 11 to perform one or more 
tasks, and analyzing the results. Verifier 70 on PRI 1 is verifying Service N 11 on both SEC1 
2 and SEC2 3, and Verifier 70 on SEC1 2 is verifying  Service N 11 on PRI 1. The dashed 
lines with arrows on the right side depict each Service N 11 accessing Verifier Data 17 in 
order to carry out the tasks requested by Verifier 70.  
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[Para 161] Relating to claim 3, FIG 4 shows that each server further comprises an 
Environment 30  (left center of each server) in which Service N 11 is provided. The 
Environment 30 can comprise many elements not shown here, including but not limited to the 
operating  system and configuration files, disk subsystems, and other special software or 
hardware. In the presently-preferred embodiment, Environment 30 further comprises 
Synchronizer 60, Verifier 70, and EnvID 21. Each different Environment 30 is assigned a 
unique EnvVersion number that is stored in EnvID 21 of that Environment 30. In this figure, 
the EnvVersion number in each EnvID 21is indicated by the text in angle brackets (e.g., 
EnvID 21 <Env1> indicates an EnvVersion of 1). In this example each server has a different 
value in EnvID 21 indicating that each has a different Environment 30. 

o On Server A 4, Environment 30 has an EnvVersion of  Env2. 
o On Server B 5, Environment 30 has an EnvVersion of  Env1. 
o On Server C 6, Environment 30 has an EnvVersion of  Env3. 

[Para 162] Relating to claim 3, FIG 4 also shows each server further comprising Bound Data 
7 and Unbound Data 8. The Bound Data 7 comprises the Environment 30. The Unbound 
Data 8 comprises the Service N Data 12 and, in the presently-preferred embodiment, the 
Sync and Identity Data 19. The Sync and Identity Data 19 comprises Snapshot data (not 
shown) that contains a specification of data to synchronize between PRI 1 and each of  SEC1 
2 and SEC 2 3, and Master Config 50 that contains information that determines the Role of 
the server. The Role is indicated here by the text in angle brackets (e.g., <Role=PRI>) and 
depicted by the dotted line with arrow going from that text to the Role of the server (e.g., 
going from <Role=PRI> up to the PRI 1 box).  

o On Server A 4, the Master Config 50 has < Role=PRI >, causing the server to 
assume the Role of PRI. 

o On Server B 5, the Master Config 50 has < Role=SEC1 >, causing the server to 
assume the Role of SEC1. 

o On Server C 6, the Master Config 50 has < Role=SEC2 >, causing the server to 
assume the Role of SEC2. 

[Para 163] Relating to claim 4, FIG 5 depicts an example of a first server assuming the Role 
of a second server. In the presently-preferred embodiment, the Unbound Data 8 is contained 
on removable disks that can be unplugged and swapped among the servers. Here, the 
Unbound Data 8 from Server A 4 has been moved to Server B 5, indicated by the block arrow 
pointing from Server A 4 to Server B 5. In addition, the Unbound Data 8 from Server B 5 has 
been moved to Server A 4, indicated by the block arrow pointing from Server B 5 to Server A 
4. As a result, Server B 5 has assumed the Role of PRI and Server A 4 has assumed the 
Role of SEC1 (previously, Server A 4 was PRI and Server B 5 was SEC1). Note that 
Environment 30 of  Server A 4 and Server B 5 have not changed, since Environment 30 is 
determined by the Bound Data 7 attached to each server. 

[Para 164] Relating to claim 5, FIG 6 depicts Synchronizer  60 operation. The dotted lines 
with arrows on the left depict Synchronizer 60 on Server A 4 communicating with the 
Synchronizer 60 on both Server B 5 and Server C 6. This communication occurs in order to 
maintain the Sync and Identity Data 19 on each server, depicted by the dashed lines with 
arrows on the right. 

[Para 165] This concludes the introduction following claim 1 through claim 5. From this point 
on, the description follows an example configuration and a walkthrough of typical operation, 
in order to best describe the invention and to demonstrate the clean design and symmetry of 
operation across all Roles. 

[Para 166] FIG 7 depicts a server with some components of the presently-preferred 
embodiment. This model of the server will be employed throughout the subsequent figures. 
Network 1 and Environment 30, which were shown in previous figures, will no longer be 
explicitly shown, but will always be assumed to exist unless otherwise indicated. For 
simplicity and uniformity, all examples will be for a Linux operating system, unless otherwise 
indicated. 

[Para 167] The OS 10 box indicates the operating system (e.g., Windows or Linux) that is 
running on the server. OS 10 comprises Programs 14, Identity Data 15, and Config Data 16, 
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which are required in order for the operating system to function correctly, which are all part of 
the Environment, and which will each typically comprise numerous components. The 
following is an extremely simplified example. Programs 14 could comprise a BIOS, a process 
scheduler, and a memory manager, as well as many other programs. Identity Data 15 could 
comprise the files /etc/sys/network and /etc/ifcfg-eth0, as well as others. Config Data 16 could 
comprise the files /etc/fstab, /etc/passwd, and /etc/hosts, as well as many others. For 
simplicity, multiple operating systems are not shown. Although multiple operating systems 
can coexist and run simultaneously, and this invention would function correctly in such 
environments, it is currently not typical to employ such environments in servers. 

[Para 168] The Service N 11 box indicates a particular service N that is to be provided, 
where N is a value indicative of the particular service. For example, Service 1 may be a mail 
service, Service 2 may be an SQL database, and Service 3 may be an NFS filesystem. The 
additional shaded boxes behind Service N 11 simply depict a typical environment where 
multiple such services can coexist, and can be provided simultaneously. Service N 11 
comprises Programs 14 and Config Data 16, which are required in order to provide the 
service.  For example, for an NFS filesystem, the Programs 14 could comprise the programs 
rpc.nfsd, rpc.statd, and portmap, and the Config Data 16 could comprise the file /etc/exports, 
which defines the filesystems which are exported. 

[Para 169] The EnvSpecific Data 20 comprises the programs and data that are specific to 
this invention and that are specific to the particular Environment. In the presently-preferred 
embodiment this comprises the Sentry Programs 22 that are required in order to implement 
this embodiment of this invention, and EnvID 21. The Sentry Programs 22 comprise 
Synchronizer 60 and Verifier 70, shown in the previous figures but not shown here for 
simplicity. 

[Para 170] The Service N Data 12 box indicates all of the data involved with Service N 11, 
except for the Config Data 16, which resides in Bound Data 7. For example, for an NFS 
filesystem, the Service N Data 12 would comprise all of the filesystems exported by that NFS 
server and all of the data contained in those filesystems, whereas the Config Data 16 could 
comprise only the /etc/exports file. A small amount of Service N Data 12 is Verifier Data 17, 
which is used by the Verifier 70 to determine if this Service N 11 is working correctly, and the 
remainder of Service N Data 12 is Client Data 18, which is used by the clients of this service. 
For example, for an NFS filesystem, the Verifier Data 17 could comprise a few small 
filesystems containing small test files, while the Client Data 18 could comprise many 
filesystems containing gigabytes of data. 

[Para 171] The Sync and Identity Data 19 comprises the data that must be synchronized 
across all servers. This data is specific to both Role and EnvVersion, and this data for a 
particular Role R and EnvVersion V is referred to as a Snapshot that is identified by both 
Role R and EnvVersion V.  A Snapshot is stored and retrieved based on both the Role and 
EnvVersion to which it corresponds. This is depicted here as a two level hierarchical inverted 
tree structure, with the server Roles (PRI, SEC1, and SEC2) forming the top nodes, and the 
EnvVersions (Env1, Env2, and Env3) forming subnodes. Each combination of a particular 
server Role and a particular EnvVersion may contain a Snapshot, which is represented in 
these drawings by a subnode box labeled with the EnvVersion (EnvN) at the top, the server 
Role below that, and the word SNAP below that, followed by the identifier number. Thus, this 
example indicates that the Sync and Identity Data 19 contains the following Snapshot areas: 

o Two EnvVersions of the PRI Snapshot; Env1 PRI SNAP 101 and Env2 PRI 
SNAP 102. 

o Two EnvVersions of the SEC1 Snapshot; Env1 SEC1 SNAP 201 and Env2 
SEC1 SNAP 202. 

o Three EnvVersions of the SEC2 Snapshot; Env1 SEC2 SNAP 301, Env2 SEC2 
SNAP302, and Env3 SNAP SEC2 302. 

[Para 172] The Sync and Identity Data 19 further comprises the Master Config 50, which 
specifies the Role of the server and the partners of the server. This is indicated here by the 
text in angle brackets, <Role=PRI  Partners=SEC1,SEC2>, indicating that the Role of the 
server is PRI, and it has two partners, SEC1 and SEC2. Note that the Master Config 50 is 
independent of EnvVersion. 
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[Para 173] The design and operation of Synchronizer 60 will now be described. It is useful to 
keep in mind that Synchronizer 60 must achieve the following goals:  

(1) Installing Role and identity of the server at boot (e.g., the server Role is PRI and 
its IP address must be set to 192.168.1.10). 

(2) Ensure that the configurations for the services on each SEC are synced with 
those on PRI (e.g., /etc/exports for NFS or the /etc/httpd/conf directory for a web 
server). 

(3) Ensure that the test data and configurations as set up by Verifier 70 for each 
service on PRI are replicated on each SEC, and that they remain synced with 
those on PRI (e.g., directories for NFS export and the test files they contain, or 
the test web pages and CGI scripts for the web server). 

(4) Ensure that G1, G2 and G3 work correctly across different EnvVersions (e.g., if 
one or more servers runs a different version of the OS or services, and its 
configuration files differ from the others in terms of name, location, format, or 
semantics).  

(5) Verify that each SEC is Synced with PRI (e.g., each SECN sending its 
configurations back to PRI for evaluation, rather than simply trusting each SECN 
Synchronizer 60 to work correctly).  

(6) Manage all configuration changes in a version control system with a log and the 
ability to roll back to a previous version, regardless of how the change was made 
(e.g., the /etc/passwd file may be changed as a result of an operator editing it, 
the installation of a new program, or Synchronizer 60 updating it).  

[Para 174] FIG 8 uses the server model from FIG 7, showing the earlier example 
configuration consisting of Server A 4, Server B 5, and Server C 6, connected to a network 
(not shown), with each server comprising components previously discussed. In this 
embodiment, the Bound Data 7 is contained on one or more disks that are always attached to 
the same server, and the Unbound Data 8 is contained on easily removable RAID disks that 
can be unplugged and swapped among the servers. However, other embodiments are 
possible, such as electronically switching the Unbound Data 8 among the servers. Further, 
either or both of the Bound Data 7 and Unbound Data 8 could exist in forms other than disk, 
or in a combination of forms. For example, Client Data 18 could exist on disk due to its large 
size, while the much smaller Verifier Data 17 and Sync and Identity Data 19 could exist on 
much faster memory media, and both could be either manually or electronically switched. The 
servers are shown as initially shutdown. 

[Para 175] The Bound Data 7 is integrally tied to each server. This is indicated by the text in 
angle brackets, showing that Bound Data 7 <Server A 4> is tied to Server A 4, Bound Data 7 
<Server B 5> is tied to Server B 5, and Bound Data 7 <Server C 6> is tied to Server C 6.  In 
this example, each server has a different Environment, indicated in EnvID 21 by the text in 
angle brackets, showing that Server A 4 has Env2, Server B 5 has Env1, and Server C 6 has 
Env3. 

[Para 176]  The Unbound Data 8 is not tied to a specific server, and can be swapped among 
the servers.  It contains the Master Config 50, which determines the Role of the server, and 
which also determines its partners. This is indicated by the text in angle brackets (e.g., < 
Role=PRI Partners=SEC1,SEC2 >, showing Server A 4 with Role of PRI and partners of 
SEC1 and SEC2, Server B 5 with Role of SEC1 and Partner of PRI, and Server C 6 with Role 
of SEC2 and Partner of PRI.  

[Para 177]  Note, in this example, in order to better visualize the operation and observe the 
symmetry of operation across all Roles, the Sync and Identity Data is shown already partially 
populated with Snapshots as a result of previous Synchronizer 60 operation. Once this 
Synchronizer 60 operation has been described, we will then describe how this starts from 
scratch in a new system. 

[Para 178] In FIG 9 through FIG 34 the following conventions apply: the dotted line arrows 
show how the Role and EnvID 21 determine the appropriate Snapshot for the server; the 
solid line arrows show the flow of information; boldface text in the Snapshot boxes indicates 
the SnapshotEnvVersion for each Role; <text in angle brackets> provides additional 
information about the state or actions of the box containing it.   
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[Para 179] FIG 9. Perform a Role/Identity Install at boot. 

[Para 180] Synchronizer 60 determines the EnvVersion of the server on which it is executing 
by reading EnvID 21, and determines the Role and Partner(s) of the server on which it is 
executing by reading the Master Config 50. Synchronizer 60 then uses the Role and 
EnvVersion to determine the appropriate Snapshot for the server. This is depicted by the 
dotted lines with arrows pointing from EnvID 21 and Master Config 50 to the appropriate 
Snapshot. Synchronizer 60 on Server A 4 accesses Snapshot Env2 PRI SNAP 102, 
Synchronizer 60 on Server B 5 accesses Snapshot Env1 SEC1 SNAP 201, and Synchronizer 
60 on Server C 6 accesses Env3 SEC2 SNAP 303. 

[Para 181] During the boot process, Synchronizer 60 installs the Identity Data 15 that is 
used by the OS 10 to set the network identity of the server. In the presently-preferred 
embodiment, the Identity Data 15 comprises one or more files, termed IdentFiles (not shown), 
which the OS uses to set the network identity. These are maintained in the Snapshot 
identified by both the Role and EnvVersion of the server, and Synchronizer 60 simply copies 
these files up to the system level before the OS sets the network identity. Thus, when any 
Unbound Data 8 is attached to a server and the server is rebooted, it will assume the Role 
defined in the Master Config 50 and the Identity defined in the appropriate Snapshot in that 
Unbound Data 8. 

[Para 182] Other embodiments are possible.  For example, Synchronizer 60 could set the 
identity by providing the information to the appropriate OS programs, in which case the 
Snapshot would simply contain the necessary identity information, not the specific OS files. 
Further, this approach might not require a reboot if the OS programs can change the identity 
at runtime. 

[Para 183] FIG 10. On PRI, run Verifier 70 in SetUp mode. 

[Para 184] Synchronizer (not shown) receives a SyncCycle Request (the method of creating 
this SyncCycle Request is discussed later). On PRI only, in response to the SyncCycle 
Request, Synchronizer runs Verifier 70 in SetUp mode, whereby it will do the following. 
Verifier 70 reads all service configurations and ensures that the necessary test data exists in 
order to exercise each service (e.g., for NFS, special test data may be written into each 
exported directory). It then records this information such that Synchronizer will include it in 
the Snapshot, and propagate it to all SECN servers. These aspects of Verifier 70 are 
discussed in later. 

[Para 185] By running Verifier 70 in SetUp mode prior to creating each Snapshot, any 
service or configuration changes on PRI will be correctly handled and propagated to all SECs 
(e.g., if the NFS exported directories are changed, or are removed and recreated). The 
issues involved in this step are critical to ensuring that Verifier 70 will reliably verify the 
operation of each Service N, in the face of inevitable service or configuration changes. Note 
that this occurs only on PRI.  

[Para 186] A number of fundamental operations of Synchronizer 60 are now described. In 
order to best visualize these operations and observe the symmetry of design across all 
servers, regardless of Role, the operations are shown as executing on all servers at the same 
time. Although this is a valid embodiment, the presently-preferred embodiment will improve 
on this by sequencing the SECN operations to be driven by PRI, rather than occurring in 
synchrony with PRI. This is discussed after these fundamental operations are described. 

[Para 187] FIG 11. Perform a Snapshot Create  

[Para 188] Synchronizer 60 accesses the Snapshot identified by both the Role and 
EnvVersion of the server, where the Snapshot contains SyncFilePaths and IdentFilePaths 
(neither is shown), which provide the specification of data to synchronize. For each path 
listed in SyncFilePaths and each path listed in IdentFilePaths, Synchronizer 60 copies the 
object from that path relative to the server filesystem root, to that path relative to the 
Snapshot area identified by both the Role and EnvVersion of the server, replacing any 
previous file at that location.  The detailed structure of SyncFilePaths and IdentFilePaths is 
discussed later. In this example, on Server A 4 the files are copied into Env2 PRI SNAP 102, 
on Server B 5 the files are copied into Env1 SEC1 SNAP 201, and on Server C 6 the files are 
copied into Env3 SEC2 SNAP 303. 
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[Para 189] Synchronizer 60 also stores the server EnvVersion into the SnapshotEnvVersion 
(not shown) in the Sync and Identity Data 19, identified by the server Role. The 
SnapshotEnvVersion for a Role R indicates the newest EnvVersion that contains a valid Role 
R Snapshot, in that particular Sync and Identity Data 19. For example, if under the PRI area, 
the SnapshotEnvVersion is 2, this indicates that Env2 PRI SNAP 102 is the newest 
EnvVersion with a valid PRI Snapshot, in that particular Sync and Identity Data 19. In all 
figures, the SnapshotEnvVersion for a particular Role is indicated by boldface text inside the 
box corresponding to that SnapshotEnvVersion. In this example the following can be seen: 

o On Server A 4, Env2 PRI SNAP 102 is boldface, indicating that Env2 is the 
newest EnvVersion with a valid PRI Snapshot, and that a 2 was stored into the 
PRI SnapshotEnvVersion. 

o On Server B 5, Env1 SEC1 SNAP 201 is boldface,  indicating that Env1 is the 
newest EnvVersion with a valid SEC1 Snapshot, and that a 1 was stored into the 
SEC1 SnapshotEnvVersion. 

o On Server C 6, Env3 SEC2 SNAP 303 is boldface, indicating that Env3 is the 
newest EnvVersion with a valid SEC2 Snapshot, and that a 3 was stored into the 
SEC2 SnapshotEnvVersion. 

[Para 190] FIG 12. Perform a ConvertToOlder. 

[Para 191] For each EnvVersion V that is less than the EnvVersion of the server, 
Synchronizer 60 converts the Snapshot identified by both the Role and EnvVersion of the 
server into a Snapshot identified by both the Role of the server and EnvVersion V, and stores 
the Snapshot into the Snapshot area identified by both the Role of the server and EnvVersion 
V, replacing any previous data in that Snapshot. This would typically occur immediately after 
any Snapshot Create, and must occur before the actions in #### begin. 

[Para 192] In this embodiment, Synchronizer 60 performs the conversions by running one or 
more converter programs (not shown), where each converter program converts an EnvN 
Snapshot to an EnvN-1 Snapshot (e.g., converts an Env3 Snapshot to an Env2 Snapshot). In 
this embodiment, a converter program is created specifically for each newer EnvVersion, and 
is capable of converting in both directions, from EnvN to EnvN-1 and from EnvN-1 to EnvN 
(e.g., from Env3 to Env2 and from Env2 to Env3). In all figures, the converter program 
operation is depicted by the wide, curved ribbon arrows above the Snapshot boxes, depicting 
a conversion from a Snapshot at EnvN to either EnvN-1 or  EnvN+1. 

[Para 193]  In this example, the oldest EnvVersion is assumed  to be 1, and the following 
occurs.  

o On Server A 4, the PRI SnapshotEnvVersion is 2, which is greater than the 
oldest EnvVersion of 1. Thus, Server A 4 runs the Env2 converter program to 
convert the Env2 PRI SNAP 102 to a Env1 PRI SNAP 101. 

o On Server B 5, the SEC1 SnapshotEnvVersion is 1, which is the same as the 
oldest EnvVersion of 1. Thus, Server B 5 need not convert the Env1 SEC1 SNAP 
201 since no older EnvVersion exists. 

o On Server C 6, the SEC2 SnapshotEnvVersion is 3, which is greater than the 
smallest EnvVersion of 1. Thus, Server C 6 first runs the Env3 converter program 
to convert from the Env3 SEC2 SNAP 303 to a Env2 SEC2 SNAP 302, and then 
it runs the Env2 converter program to convert from the Env2 SEC2 SNAP 302 to 
a Env1 SEC2 SNAP 301. 

[Para 194]  An important object of this embodiment is that Synchronizer 60 need not know of 
EnvVersions that are newer than the one on which it is running.  It knows only of older 
versions, and can always convert from its own EnvVersion back to the oldest supported 
EnvVersion. Thus, when servers with newer or older EnvVersions are introduced into a 
cluster, existing servers need not be modified in any way, which aligns with the goals of 
simplicity and ensuring that the cluster will work correctly. However, another embodiment 
might not perform ConvertToOlder or its equivalent, but instead may choose to update each 
existing server with the converter programs necessary to convert from any newly introduced 
EnvVersions to the existing server EnvVersion.  Other embodiments are possible, as long as 
they achieve the requirements of the attached claims. 
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[Para 195] FIG 13. Perform Snapshot Send to each partner 

[Para 196] Synchronizer 60 performs a Snapshot Send to each partner, which sends to 
each Partner the following data: the Role of the server Synchronizer 60 is executing on, the 
SnapshotEnvVersion identified by the Role of the server, and, for each EnvVersion V that is 
less than or equal to the EnvVersion of the server, the Snapshot identified by both the Role of 
the server and the EnvVersion V. At each partner, this data is stored in the Sync and Identity 
Data 19 in the same structural locations as on the server that sent it, replacing any previous 
data at those locations. In this example the following would occur:  

o Server A 4 sends to its partners SEC1 and SEC2: Role=PRI, the PRI 
SnapshotEnvVersion of 2, Env1 PRI SNAP 101, and Env2 PRI SNAP 102. 

o Server B 5 sends to its partner PRI: Role=SEC1, the SEC1 SnapshotEnvVersion 
of 1, and Env1 SEC1 SNAP 201. 

o Server C 6 sends to its partner PRI: Role=SEC2, the SEC2 SnapshotEnvVersion 
of 3, Env1 SEC2 SNAP 301, Env2 SEC2 SNAP 302, and Env3 SEC2 SNAP 303. 

[Para 197] As a result of these actions, PRI now has a copy of each SECN Snapshot(s), and 
each SECN has a copy of the PRI Snapshot(s).  In the presently-preferred embodiment, the 
Snapshot Send is implemented through a remote distribution tool (e.g., rsync or rdist), which 
allows the structure to be directly deposited into the remote server. However, other 
embodiments are possible, such as sending this data as a message, with the receiving 
Synchronizer 60 (or an associated daemon) parsing it and placing it into the appropriate 
structure.  Or, if a relational database were utilized for Sync and Identity Data 19, then the 
database API could be used to remotely open the appropriate database and tables and 
update the information. 

[Para 198] FIG 14. Perform a ConvertToNewer.  

[Para 199] Upon receiving a SyncUp Request (not shown), Synchronizer 60 performs the 
following actions for each Role R other than the Role of the server. For each EnvVersion V 
that is greater than the SnapshotEnvVersion of Role R and less than or equal to the 
EnvVersion of the server, Synchronizer 60 converts the Snapshot identified by both Role R 
and the SnapshotEnvVersion of Role R into a Snapshot identified by both Role R and 
EnvVersion V, and stores the converted Snapshot into the Snapshot area identified by both 
Role R and EnvVersion V, replacing any previous data in that Snapshot area. When these 
conversions are done for a given Role R, Synchronizer 60 stores the EnvVersion of the 
server into the SnapshotEnvVersion of Role R, indicating that this is now the newest 
EnvVersion with a valid Snapshot for Role R. 

[Para 200] In this embodiment, Synchronizer 60 performs the conversions by running one or 
more converter programs (not shown) , where each converter program converts an EnvN-1 
Snapshot to an EnvN Snapshot (e.g., converts an Env2 Snapshot to an Env3 Snapshot) as 
described previously. In this example the following occurs: 

o On Server A 4, the SEC1 SnapshotEnvVersion is 1 (indicated in previous FIG 13 
by boldface Env1 SEC1 SNAP 201), which is less than its own EnvVersion of  2. 
Thus, Server A 4 runs the Env2 converter program to convert the Env1 SEC1 
SNAP 201 to a Env2 SEC1 SNAP 202, and then stores a 2 into the SEC1 
SnapshotEnvVersion (indicated here in FIG 14 by boldface Env2 SEC1 SNAP 
202). 

o On Server A 4, the SEC2 SnapshotEnvVersion is 3 (indicated in previous FIG 13 
by boldface Env3 SEC2 SNAP 303), which is greater than its own EnvVersion of 
2, so Server A 4 does nothing with the SEC2 Snapshot. 

o On Server B 5, the PRI SnapshotEnvVersion is 2  (indicated in previous FIG 13 
by boldface Env2 PRI SNAP 102), which is greater than its own EnvVersion of 1, 
so Server B 5 does nothing with the PRI Snapshot. 

o On Server C 6, the PRI SnapshotEnvVersion is 2  (indicated in previous FIG 13 
by boldface Env2 PRI SNAP 102), which is less than its own EnvVersion of 3. 
Thus, Server C 6 runs the Env3 converter program to convert the Env2 PRI 
SNAP 102 to a Env3 PRI SNAP 103, and then stores a 3 into the PRI 
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SnapshotEnvVersion (indicated here in FIG 14 by boldface Env3 PRI SNAP 
103). 

[Para 201] An important object of this embodiment is that Synchronizer 60 need not know of 
EnvVersions that are newer than the one on which it is running. This was discussed in 
previously along with the benefits and other embodiments. In the previous paragraph, 
although it is valid to perform all of the stated actions at one time and in immediate response 
to a SyncUp Request, the actions can also be delayed, performed on demand for a particular 
Snapshot, and then can be performed to produce only that Snapshot. In fact, Synchronizer 
60 must be able to perform these actions on demand for a particular Snapshot, as will be 
discussed later. 

[Para 202] FIG 15. Perform a Snapshot Install (only on SECNs, not on PRI).  

[Para 203] Synchronizer 60 on each SECN, but not on PRI, accesses the Snapshot 
identified by both the Role of PRI and the EnvVersion of the server, which contains 
SyncFilePaths (not shown). For each path listed in SyncFilePaths, Synchronizer 60 copies 
from that path relative to the Snapshot area identified by both the Role of PRI and the 
EnvVersion of the server, to that path relative to the server filesystem root, replacing any 
previous file at that location. The detailed structure of SyncFilePaths is described later. In this 
example, on Server B 5, the files are copied out from Env1 PRI SNAP 101, and on Server C 
6 the files are copied out from Env3 PRI SNAP 103. 

[Para 204] An important object of this embodiment is that Synchronizer 60 on each SECN 
can always find its own EnvVersion of the PRI Snapshot (from which to perform a Snapshot 
Install), regardless of whether PRI has a newer or older EnvVersion. In this example, the 
EnvVersion of PRI is newer than that of SEC1, and older than that of  SEC2. For any SECN, 
the Snapshot identified by both Role of PRI and the EnvVersion of that SECN will always be 
available as a result of operations previously described. If PRI is running a newer 
EnvVersion, PRI will have performed a ConvertToOlder, which converted its Snapshot to all 
older EnvVersions, and will have sent all of those Snapshot EnvVersions to each SECN. If, 
on the other hand, PRI is running an older EnvVersion, each SECN will perform a 
ConvertToNewer, which converts PRI’s Snapshot forward to its own EnvVersion. 

[Para 205] The preceding descriptions for FIG 11 through FIG 15 depicted Synchronizer 60 
as executing the same operations at the tame time on all servers. All servers performed a 
Snapshot Create at the same time (FIG 11), all servers performed a ConvertToOlder at the 
same time (FIG 12), all servers sent Snapshots to their Partners at the same time (FIG 13), 
all servers performed a ConvertToNewer at the same time (FIG 14), and all SECNs 
performed a Snapshot Install at the same time (FIG 15). As discussed previously, this valid 
embodiment was chosen to concisely describe the operations and to demonstrate the 
symmetry of operation across all Roles. 

[Para 206] The presently-preferred embodiment utilizes the same operations, except that 
instead of all servers executing each operation at the same time, PRI controls when the 
SECNs execute their operations, and on the SECNs, the operations are sequenced 
differently. This is now described. 

[Para 207] Synchronizer 60 on PRI is periodically instructed to perform a Snapshot Create, 
as shown previously in FIG 11. This initiates a SyncCycle, which comprises the following 
actions on PRI, all of which have been previously described. 

o PRI performs a Snapshot Create (FIG 11). 
o PRI performs a ConvertToOlder (FIG 12). 
o PRI performs a Snapshot Send to its Partners (i.e., each SECN) (FIG 13) 
o PRI sends a SyncUp Request to each SECN (not shown in previous figures) 

[Para 208] Each SECN, upon receiving the SyncUp Request from PRI, performs the 
following actions, all of which have been previously described. 

o Each SECN performs a ConvertToNewer (FIG 14). 
o Each SECN performs a Snapshot Install (FIG 15). 
o Each SECN should now be synced with PRI. 
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[Para 209] Each SECN, then performs the same actions that PRI performed above in [Para 
207], except that the Partners of each SECN are different from the Partners of PRI. In the 
presently-preferred embodiment, each SECN has only one Partner, which is PRI. 

o Each SECN performs a Snapshot Create (FIG 11). 
o Each SECN performs a ConvertToOlder (FIG 12). 
o Each SECN performs a Snapshot Send to its partners (i.e., PRI) (FIG 13). 
o PRI should now have a copy of each SECN Snapshot.  

[Para 210] FIG 16. PRI Compares Own Snapshot with SECN Snapshots. 

[Para 211] On PRI, Synchronizer 60 performs a Snapshot Compare, comparing its own 
Snapshot (i.e., identified by both Role PRI and EnvVersion of PRI) with each SECN Snapshot 
identified by both Role SECN and EnvVersion of PRI, in order to verify that each SECN is 
Synced with PRI. The contents of PRI’s own Snapshot and each SECN Snapshot should be 
identical. If not, an error is logged and reported. As previously discussed, Synchronizer 60 
will perform a ConvertToNewer, if necessary,  before this comparison takes place. In this 
example, a conversion of Env1 SEC1 SNAP 201 to Env2 SEC1 SNAP 202 is required (as 
was shown in FIG 14). 

[Para 212] It is an important object of this embodiment that Synchronizer 60 on PRI can 
always find its own EnvVersion of any SECN Snapshot (with which to compare), regardless 
of whether that SECN has a newer or older EnvVersion.  In this example, the EnvVersion of 
PRI is newer than that of SEC1 and older than that of SEC2.  SECN Snapshots 
corresponding to PRI’s EnvVersion will always be available as a result of operations 
previously described. If SECN is running a newer EnvVersion, SECN will have performed a 
ConvertToOlder, which converted its Snapshot to all older EnvVersions , and will have sent 
all of those Snapshot EnvVersions back to PRI. If, on the other hand, SECN is running an 
older EnvVersion, PRI will perform a ConvertToNewer, which will convert that SECN 
Snapshot forward to its own EnvVersion. Although this embodiment is believed to be the 
simplest and most reliable approach, other embodiments are possible, such as Synchronizer 
60 on PRI comparing at the oldest or newest EnvVersion (first converting its own EnvVerstion 
to that EnvVersion), or even comparing at some “canonical” EnvVersion, to which all 
Snapshots are converted, including its own. This canonical EnvVersion might have a 
completely different structure, syntax, and semantics, perhaps designed to allow the 
comparison to more easily handle differences in Snapshots that are inconsequential in 
practice. 

[Para 213] It is an important object of this invention that Synchronizer 60 on PRI is able to 
verify that SECNs are Synced, by comparing the Snapshots they return with its own 
Snapshot. Without this capability, the goals of Synchronizer could be subverted by 
malfunctioning software or hardware on a SECN, or on the network connecting to a SECN, 
since that SECN might not be correctly Synced with PRI. Although Verifier 70 might detect 
this for those aspects it verifies, it would not detect this on others. It is certainly the safer, 
more prudent approach to have Synchronizer 60 do as much as possible to ensure that each 
SECN is truly Synced with PRI. 

[Para 214] In the presently-preferred embodiment, with PRI controlling the SECN 
operations, and those operations sequenced as described above, PRI can compare current 
Snapshots as the last step in the SyncCycle.  It is instructive to contrast this with the 
embodiment that was used to introduce the operations of Synchronizer in FIG 11 through FIG 
15, where each operation was executed on all servers at the same time (i.e., synchronously). 
In that synchronous approach, the SECN Snapshots that PRI has at the end of a SyncCycle 
are from the previous SyncCycle, since the SECNs performed the Snapshot Create and 
Snapshot Send to PRI before performing the Snapshot Install. The verification would always 
be one SyncCycle behind. This one cycle lag might be acceptable since the objects being 
Synced do not change frequently, and any discrepancy would only exist until the next sync 
cycle, which should occur in a very short time. If this one cycle lag were not acceptable, then 
the SECNs could be forced to perform another Snapshot Create and Snapshot Send to PRI 
after they perform the Snapshot Install. However, the presently-preferred embodiment 
addresses this in a simpler and cleaner manner. At the other extreme from this synchronous 
approach is a fully asynchronous approach, where Synchronizer 60 on each server would run 
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independently of all other servers. This would require appropriate file locking to avoid race 
conditions and ensure data integrity (e.g., to stop operations from stepping on the results of 
other operations). Although this can work, it would be more complicated than the presently-
preferred embodiment, and with no currently apparent benefit this is contrary to the goal of 
design simplicity. 

[Para 215] The previous paragraphs describe the presently-preferred embodiment of 
Synchronizer 60, which achieves all of the desired goals listed in [Para 173], and which 
supports the relevant attached claims. In order to now demonstrate how this embodiment will 
work in practice to allow any server to assume the Role of any other server while ensuring 
correct operation, a walk through of some common failure and recovery scenarios is now 
presented. The operations that the servers undertake in these scenarios have already been 
described above. 

[Para 216] Scenario #1. Server A 4 (PRI) is having problems and the goal is for Server B 5 
(SEC1) to assume the Role of PRI, in order for Server A 4 to be serviced. 

[Para 217] FIG 17. Server A 4 and Server B 5 Shutdown 

[Para 218] Both Server A 4 and Server B 5 are shutdown, the Unbound Data 8 from both 
Server A 4 and Server B 5 is removed, the Unbound Data 8 removed from Server A 4 is 
placed into Server B 5, and Server B 5 is booted.   

[Para 219] FIG 18. Server B 5 Boots as PRI, Takes Snapshot. Only Server B 5 is shown in 
this figure, undertaking 3 steps. 

[Para 220] FIG 18 Top. When Server B 5 boots, it performs a Role/Identity Install. 
Synchronizer 60 reads EnvID 21 from the Bound Data 7 and reads the Master Config 50 from 
the Unbound Data 8 that was previously attached to Server A 4.  It thus assumes the Role of 
PRI, accesses Env1 PRI SNAP 101 (since Env1 is the EnvVersion of Server B 5), and 
installs PRI’s Identity from Env1 PRI SNAP 101. 

[Para 221] FIG 18 Middle. When Synchronizer 60 on Server B 5 receives a 
SyncCycleRequest, it first installs Verifier Data 17 from Env1 PRI SNAP 101. 

[Para 222] FIG 18 Bottom. Synchronizer 60 on Server B 5 then performs a Snapshot Create 
into Env1 PRI SNAP 101. It then sets the PRI SnapshotEnvVersion to 1 (indicated by 
boldface Env1 PRI SNAP 101), which invalidates the previously existing Env2 PRI SNAP 
102.  Since EnvVersion 1 is the oldest EnvVersion, performing a ConvertToOlder cannot 
convert the Snapshot to any older versions. 

[Para 223] FIG 19. PRI performs a Snapshot Send to SEC2. 

[Para 224] Synchronizer 60 on Server B 5 performs a Snapshot Send, which sends to its 
partners SEC1and SEC2 the following data: Role=PRI, the PRI SnapshotEnvVersion of 1, 
and Env1 PRI SNAP 101. Since SEC1 is shutdown, PRI can only send to SEC2. On SEC2 3, 
the PRI SnapshotEnvVersion of 1 (indicated by boldface Env1 PRI SNAP 101) invalidates the 
previous Env2 PRI SNAP 102 and Env3 PRI SNAP 103. 

[Para 225] Synchronizer 60 on Server B 5 sends a SyncUp Request to its Partners (not 
shown). 

[Para 226] FIG 20. SEC2 performs a ConvertToNewer, and a Snapshot Install. Only Server 
C 6 is shown in this figure, undertaking 2 steps. 

[Para 227] FIG 20 Top. Upon receiving the SyncUp Request, Synchronizer 60 on Server C 6 
performs a ConvertToNewer. This converts Env1 PRI SNAP 101 to the newer versions of 
Env2 PRI SNAP 102 and Env3 PRI SNAP 103, and sets PRI SnapshotEnvVersion to 3 
(indicated by boldface Env3 PRI SNAP 103). 

[Para 228] FIG 20 Middle. Synchronizer 60 on Server C 6 now performs a Snapshot Install, 
copying the files out from Env3 PRI SNAP 103. 

[Para 229] FIG 21. SEC2 Takes Snapshot, Converts to Older EnvVersions. Only Server C 6 
is shown in this figure, undertaking 2 steps. 
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[Para 230] FIG 21 Top. Synchronizer 60 on Server C 6 performs a Snapshot Create into 
Env3 SEC2 SNAP 303. It then sets the SEC2 SnapshotEnvVersion to 3 (indicated by 
boldface Env3 SEC2 SNAP 303). 

[Para 231] FIG 21 Middle. Synchronizer 60 on Server C 6 will convert Env3 SEC2 SNAP 
303 to the older versions of Env2 SEC2 SNAP 302 and Env1 SEC2 SNAP 301. 

[Para 232] FIG 22. SEC2 performs a Snapshot Send to PRI. Only Server B 5 and Server C 
6 are shown in this figure. 

[Para 233]  Synchronizer 60 on Server C 6 performs a Snapshot Send to PRI, which sends 
to PRI the following data: Role=SEC2, the SEC2 SnapshotEnvVersion of 3,  Env1 SEC2 
SNAP 301, Env2 SEC2 SNAP 302, and Env3 SEC2 SNAP 303. 

[Para 234] FIG 23. PRI Compares Own Snapshot with SEC2 Snapshot. Only Server B 5 is 
shown in this figure. 

[Para 235] Synchronizer 60 on PRI 1 performs a Snapshot Compare, comparing its own 
Snapshot (i.e., identified by both Role PRI and EnvVersion of PRI) with each SECN Snapshot 
identified by both Role SECN and EnvVersion of PRI, in order to verify that each SECN is 
Synced with PRI. Whereas when Server A 4 was PRI, it compared at Env2, Server B 5 will 
compare at Env1 since that is its EnvVersion.  Here we show Synchronizer 60 comparing 
only with SEC2, since SEC1 is down. However, it could be implemented to compare with all 
SECNs regardless of their apparent state. In this case, if the PRI Snapshot has changed 
since SEC1 was shutdown, this comparison of Env1 PRI SNAP 101 with Env1 SEC1 SNAP 
201 would indicate differences, and this would be reported. 

[Para 236] This competes Scenario #1, which comprised Server A 4 being shutdown and 
Server B 5 assuming the Role of PRI. 

[Para 237] Scenario #2. Server A 4 has been repaired, and the goal is to return it to service. 

[Para 238] One option (not shown) would be to return Server A 4 to the Role of PRI and 
return Server B 5 to the Role of SEC1as follows. Server B 5 is shutdown, the Unbound Data 
8 from both Server A 4 and Server B 5 is removed, the Unbound Data 8 removed from Server 
B 5 is placed into Server A 4, the Unbound Data 8 removed from Server A 4 is placed into 
Server B 5, and both Server A 4 and Server B 5 are booted. Server A 4 will assume the role 
of PRI and Server B 5 will assume the role of SEC1. 

[Para 239] However, although this would work, it is much safer to first bring Server A 4 back 
online as SEC1, leaving Server B 5 untouched. In this way, Server B 5 (PRI) need not be 
shutdown or changed at all, and Server A 4 can be evaluated as SEC1 in order to determine 
if repairs were adequate. Once Server A 4 is seen to be working correctly as SEC1, then if 
desired, Server A 4 can be returned to PRI and Server B 5 returned to SEC1. 

[Para 240] Thus, for Scenario #2, the goal is to first bring Server A 4 up as SEC1, leaving 
Server B 5 as PRI. 

[Para 241] FIG 24. Server A 4 Repaired, assumes Role of SEC1. Only Server A 4 is shown 
in this figure, undertaking three steps. 

[Para 242] FIG 24 Top. The SEC1 Unbound Data 8 that was removed from Server B 5 in 
Scenario #1 is attached to Server A 4, and Server A 4 is booted. When Server A 4 boots it 
performs a Role/Identity Install. Synchronizer 60 reads EnvID 21 from the Bound Data 7 and 
reads the Master Config 50 from the Unbound Data 8 that was previously attached to Server 
B 5 at the start of Scenario #1. It thus assumes the Role of SEC1 and attempts to access 
Env2 SEC1 SNAP 202 (since Env2 is the EnvVersion of Server B 5). However, Env2 SEC1 
SNAP 202 does not exist, since Server B 5 had stored its Identity only in Env1 SEC1 SNAP 
201. 

[Para 243] FIG 24 Middle. Synchronizer 60 performs a ConvertToNewer. This converts 
Env1 SEC1 SNAP 201 to Env2 SEC1 SNAP 202 and sets the SnapshotEnvVersion to 2 
(indicated by boldface Env2 SEC1 SNAP 202). As previously discussed, Synchronizer 60 
performs a ConvertToNewer when necessary. 

[Para 244] FIG 24 Bottom. Synchronizer 60 then completes the Role/Identity Install by 
installing SEC1’s Identity from Env2 SEC1 SNAP 202.  
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[Para 245] At this point, Server A 4 has assumed the Role of SEC1, but it is not Synced with 
PRI since the PRI Snapshots in Env2 PRI SNAP 102 and Env1 PRI SNAP 101 are old 
Snapshots of PRI from when PRI was taken down for repair in Scenario #1. This may have 
been days or weeks earlier. SEC1 will become Synced with PRI at PRIs next SyncCycle, 
which occurs very frequently (most likely on the order of a few minutes apart). A SyncCycle 
could also be forced immediately when a server is brought back into the group, either 
manually or automatically. 

[Para 246] FIG 25. PRI performs a Snapshot Send. 

[Para 247] The following steps have already occurred (not shown). Synchronizer 60 on PRI 
has initiated a SyncCycle, installed the Verifier data 17, performed a Snapshot Create into 
Env1 PRI SNAP 101, and set PRI SnapshotEnvVersion to 1. Now, Server B 5 performs a 
Snapshot Send, which sends to its Partners SEC1and SEC2 the following data: Role=PRI, 
the PRI SnapshotEnvVersion of 1, and Env1 PRI SNAP 101. At SEC1 2 and SEC2 3, the PRI 
SnapshotEnvVersion of 1 (indicated by boldface Env1 PRI SNAP 101) invalidates Env2 PRI 
SNAP 102 on SEC1 2 and Env3 PRI SNAP 103. 

[Para 248] Synchronizer 60 on Server B 5 sends a SyncUp Request to its Partners (not 
shown). 

[Para 249] FIG 26. SECs perform a ConvertToNewer 

[Para 250] Upon receiving the SyncUp Request, Synchronizer 60 on Server A 4 performs a 
ConvertToNewer. Note that, even though Env2 PRI SNAP 102 exists, it is not valid since the 
SnapshotEnvVersion of PRI is 1, indicating that Env1 PRI SNAP 101 is the newest 
EnvVersion with a valid Snapshot. Thus, ConvertToNewer converts Env1 PRI SNAP 101 to 
Env2 PRI SNAP 102, and sets the PRI SnapshotEnvVersion to 2 (indicated by boldface Env2 
PRI SNAP 102).  

[Para 251] Upon receiving the SyncUp Request, Synchronizer 60 on Server C 6 performs a 
ConvertToNewer. Note that, even though Env3 PRI SNAP 103 exists, it is not valid since the 
SnapshotEnvVersion of PRI is 1, indicating that Env1 PRI SNAP 101 is the newest 
EnvVersion with a valid Snapshot. Thus, ConvertToNewer converts Env1 PRI SNAP 101 to 
Env2 PRI SNAP 102 and to Env3 PRI SNAP 103, and sets the PRI SnapshotEnvVersion to 3 
(indicated by boldface Env3 PRI SNAP 103). 

[Para 252] FIG 27. SECs perform a Snapshot Install. 

[Para 253] Synchronizer 60 on Server A 4 and on Server C 6 perform a Snapshot Install, 
with Server A 4 copying the files out from Env2 PRI SNAP 102, and Server C 6 copying the 
files out from Env3 PRI SNAP 103. Now, SEC1 and SEC2 are both Synced with PRI. 

[Para 254] FIG 28. SECs perform a Snapshot Create. 

[Para 255] Synchronizer 60 on Server A 4 and on Server C 6 performs a Snapshot Create. 
On Server A 4, it performs the Snapshot Create into Env2 SEC1 SNAP 201, and then sets 
the SEC1 SnapshotEnvVersion to 2 (indicated by boldface Env2 SEC1 SNAP 201). On 
Server C 6, it performs the Snapshot Create into Env3 SEC2 SNAP 303, and then sets the 
SEC2 SnapshotEnvVersion to 3 (indicated by boldface Env3 SEC2 SNAP 303). 

[Para 256] FIG 29. SECs perform a ConvertToOlder. 

[Para 257] Synchronizer 60 on Server A 4 performs a ConvertToOlder. This converts Env2 
SEC1 SNAP 202 to the older version of Env1 SEC1 SNAP 201. Synchronizer 60 on Server C 
6 performs a ConvertToOlder. This converts Env3 SEC2 SNAP 303 to the older versions of 
Env2 SEC2 SNAP 302 and Env1 SEC2 SNAP 301. 

[Para 258] FIG 30. Each SEC performs Snapshot Send. 

[Para 259] SEC1 and SEC2 each perform a Snapshot Send, which sends their Snapshots 
back to PRI. Synchronizer 60 on Server A 4 sends to PRI the following data: Role=SEC1, the 
SEC1 SnapshotEnvVersion of 2, Env1 SEC1 SNAP 201, and Env2 SEC1 SNAP 202. 
Synchronizer 60 on Server C 6 sends to PRI the following data: Role=SEC2, the SEC2 
SnapshotEnvVersion of 3, Env1 SEC2 SNAP 301, Env2 SEC2 SNAP 302, and Env3 SEC2 
SNAP 303. 
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[Para 260] FIG 31. PRI Compares Own Snapshot with SEC Snapshots. Only Server B 5 is 
shown in this figure. 

[Para 261] Synchronizer 60 on PRI performs a Snapshot Compare, comparing its own 
Snapshot with the Snapshots from SEC1 and SEC2 to verify that they are Synced. 
Specifically, it compares Env1 PRI SNAP 101 with both Env1 SEC1 SNAP 201 and Env1 
SEC2 SNAP 301.  

[Para 262] This completes Scenario #2, which comprised Server A 4 being repaired, and 
Server A 4 assuming the Role of SEC1, leaving Server B 5 as PRI, as was shown in FIG 30. 
The Roles of Server A 4 and Server B 5 could now be swapped by swapping their Unbound 
Data 8.  However, we look at a different swap option for Scenario #3. 

[Para 263] Scenario #3. Assume that Server C 6 is running newer, faster hardware than 
Server A 4 or Server B 5 (which is why it also runs a newer EnvVersion). The goal is for 
Server C 6 to assume the Role of PRI and Server B 5 to assume the Role of SEC2; that is, 
Server B 5 and Server C 6 will swap Roles. 

[Para 264] FIG 32. Servers B and C swap Roles. 

[Para 265] Server B 5 and Server C 6 are shut down, and their Unbound Data 8 has been 
swapped between them. Server B 5 now contains the Unbound Data 8 that was previously in 
Server C 6, and Server C 6 now contains the Unbound Data 8 that was previously in Server 
B 5. 

[Para 266] FIG 33. Server B 5 and Server C 6 are booted. Server C 6 Boots as PRI, Server 
B 5 Boots as SEC2.  

[Para 267] When Server B 5 boots, Synchronizer 60 performs a Role/Identity Install. It reads 
EnvID 21 from the Bound Data 7 and reads the Master Config 50 from the Unbound Data 8 
that was previously attached to Server C 6. It thus assumes the Role of SEC2, accesses 
Env1 SEC2 SNAP 301 (since Env1 is the EnvVersion of Server B 5), and installs SEC2’s 
Identity from Env1 SEC2 SNAP 301. 

[Para 268] When Server C 6 boots, Synchronizer 60 performs a Role/Identity Install. It reads 
EnvID 21 from the Bound Data 7 and reads the Master Config 50 from the Unbound Data 8 
(that was previously attached to Server B 5). It thus assumes the Role of PRI and attempts to 
access Env3 PRI SNAP 103 (since Env3 is the EnvVersion of Server C 6). However, Env3 
PRI SNAP 103 does not exist, since Server B 5 had stored its Identity only in Env1 PRI 
SNAP 101. Thus, Synchronizer 60 performs a ConvertToNewer (on demand). This converts 
Env1 PRI SNAP 101 to Env2 PRI SNAP 102 and then converts Env2 PRI SNAP 102 to Env3 
PRI SNAP 103, and sets the SnapshotEnvVersion to 3 (indicated by boldface Env3 PRI 
SNAP 103). Synchronizer 60 then completes the Role/Identity Install by installing PRI’s 
Identity from Env3 PRI SNAP 103. 

[Para 269] This completes Scenario #3, which comprised Server B 5 and Server C 6 
swapping Roles. 

[Para 270] FIG 34. Starting From Scratch. 

[Para 271] The previous descriptions were based on the servers starting out with their Sync 
and Identity Data 19 already partially populated with Snapshots as a result of previous 
Synchronizer 60 operation. In order to start one or more servers from scratch, the following 
preconditions must be met on each such server: 

o Each EnvSpecific Data 20 must contain the installed Synchronizer 60 and 
Verifier 70 software. 

o Each EnvSpecific Data 20 must have EnvID 21 set to the EnvN of the server. 
o Each Sync and Identity Data 19 must contain the Master Config 50, specifying 

the Role and Partners of the server. 
o Each Sync and Identity Data 19 must contain a Snapshot area identified by both 

the Role of the server and an EnvVersion V that is less than or equal to the 
EnvVersion of the server. This Snapshot area must contain the 
SyncFilePathsSpecial and IdentFilePaths files. 
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o Each server Identity is configured into the server’s OS in the manner required by 
that OS (i.e., in the same way as it would be done if the server were not a part of 
ATLAS). 

[Para 272] Then, at boot, a Role/Identity install will be performed, but no identity will be 
installed from the Snapshot area since no IdentFiles have been copied into it yet, and there is 
no Snapshot to convert from.  The server will simply boot with the identity that has been 
configured into the OS. At the next SyncCycle, when a Snapshot Create is performed, the 
IdentFiles will be copied down into the Snapshot area identified by both Role and EnvVersion 
of the server (as will the SyncFiles). From then on, the Identity will be installed at boot. 

[Para 273] Another embodiment would be to enter the server identity into the Snapshot area 
identified by both the Role of the server and an EnvVersion V that is less than or equal to the 
EnvVersion of the server. Then at boot, the Role/Identity Install would install the identity. 
Although this would work, it is not the preferred method since it would make the system more 
complex, requiring the operator to have special knowledge or software to enter the identity 
into the Snapshot area.  In the preferred method in [Para 271] and [Para 272], the system 
identity is configured as it normally would be for any server, and Synchronizer 60 takes care 
of populating the Sync and Identity Data 19 in the same way it always does. The result is a 
simpler, more robust implementation, with one less mechanism, one less operation to test, 
and one less “special case” for the operator to remember. 

 

[Para 274] Other Critical Issues 

[Para 275] In the previous descriptions, in order to describe the fundamental operation of 
Synchronizer 60 without being obscured in excessive detail, a number of critical issues were 
not discussed.  These are now described. 

[Para 276] Snapshot Create Transactions 

[Para 277] A Snapshot Create could fail for any number of reasons (e.g., in the middle of the 
Snapshot Create, the server could crash, or an operator could restart Synchronizer 60), 
leaving the Snapshot in an invalid state. We must prevent such invalid Snapshots from being 
further utilized, such as being used in ConvertToOlder or Snapshot Send, since this could put 
the partners in an invalid state. If the partner is a SEC, and if a failover event occurred before 
the next valid state was sent out, the failover might then be unsuccessful. If the partner is 
PRI, then the subsequent Snapshot Compare with this SEC Snapshot might indicate 
problems. Note, this invalid state cannot cause PRI to malfunction, since PRI never uses this 
state for anything other than Snapshot Compare. 

[Para 278] One solution is to design the Snapshot Create operation as a “transaction” which 
either (1) succeeds in its entirety, or (2) fails. To implement this, the Snapshot could contain 
an “InvalidSnapshot” flag, which Synchronizer 60 sets just prior to the start of a Snapshot 
Create, and clears only after the Snapshot Create has finished without error. If an error 
occurs, or if the program or machine crashes, the InvalidSnapshot flag will remain set. Then, 
Synchronizer 60 simply checks the InvalidSnapshot flag before utilizing a Snapshot. If set, it 
ignores the Snapshot, and for example, will not use it in ConvertToOlder or Snapshot Send. 

[Para 279] Note, if Synchronizer 60 is unable to set the InvalidSnapshot flag prior to the 
Snapshot Create (e.g., assume that setting the flag is implemented by creating a file, but the 
file cannot be created due to permissions problems), then Synchronizer 60 must issue an 
error alert and crash itself. The failure of Synchronizer 60 will be detected by Verifier 70 and 
reported. 

[Para 280] Snapshot Conversion Transactions 

[Para 281] A ConvertToOlder or a ConvertToNewer could fail for any of the reasons 
described above, or due to problems with the Converter programs. Any such problem can 
leave one or more of the Snapshots in an invalid state. For example, the conversion from 
Env3 to Env4 may work fine, but the conversion from Env4 to Env5 may not. We must 
prevent such invalid Snapshots from being further utilized, such as being used in Snapshot 
Send or Snapshot Install, since this could leave either the partners or the local server in an 
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invalid state. As described above, this could cause an unsuccessful failover if the partner is a 
SEC, or cause an alert if the partner is PRI. 

[Para 282] One solution is to design the conversions as “transactions” in the same manner 
as described for Snapshot Create transactions. The simplest approach would combine all 
necessary forward or backward conversions into a single transaction. For example, if 
ConvertToOlder must convert from Env3 to both Env2 and Env1, then only two outcomes are 
possible.  Either Env2 and Env1 are both valid, or Env2 and Env1 are both invalid. The same 
would be true for forward conversions. If ConvertToNewer must convert from Env3 to both 
Env4 and Env5, then the result would be that either Env4 and Env5 are both valid, or Env4 
and Env5 are both invalid. 

[Para 283] The EnvN Snapshot matching the server’s EnvVersion could contain a 
“InvalidVersions” flag which Synchronizer 60 sets just prior to the start of the conversions, 
and clears only after all conversions have completed successfully. Then, Synchronizer 60 
simply checks this InvalidVersions flag, and if set, ignores any Snapshot with an EnvN that is 
older or newer than its own. For example, if set, it would not use those Snapshots in 
Snapshot Send or Snapshot Install. 

[Para 284] Note, just before Synchronizer 60 sets the InvalidSnapshot flag prior to 
performing a Snapshot Create, Synchronizer 60 would also set the InvalidVersions flag. This 
ensures that, if the Snapshot Create fails, all older or newer Snapshots are also invalidated. 
At the same time, Synchronizer 60 would clear SnapshotEnvVersion, and not set a value into 
it until after the InvalidVersions flag had been cleared. 

[Para 285] Snapshot Send Transactions 

[Para 286] A Snapshot Send could fail for any of the reasons previously described, or due to 
problems with the partner server (e.g., it could crash in the middle of the send). We must 
prevent such invalid Snapshots from being further utilized by the partner, such as being used 
in ConvertToNewer or Snapshot Install. 

[Para 287] One solution is to take the same transaction approach as described above for 
Snapshot Create transactions and Snapshot Conversion transactions.  A Snapshot Send 
operation to a partner either succeeds in its entirety or fails. The Snapshot could contain an 
“InvalidSend” flag, which Synchronizer 60 sets just prior to sending the Snapshot, and clears 
only after the entire Snapshot has been sent without error. If an error occurs, or if the 
program or machine crashes, the InvalidSend flag will remain set. Then, Synchronizer 60 
simply checks the InvalidSend flag, and if set, it ignores that Snapshot. For example, if set, it 
would not use that Snapshot in ConvertToNewer or Snapshot Install. Further details are 
omitted here, as they would be similar to those described previously. 

[Para 288] Transaction Simplification 

[Para 289] The transaction embodiments described above were each presented in isolation. 
When viewed as a whole, a simpler embodiment could exist, requiring fewer flags. Further, in 
the above embodiments, if any “Invalid*” flag existed, Synchronizer 60 simply ignored that 
data and presumably skipped that step. The rationale is that the step will likely succeed at the 
next SyncCycle, which is only a few minutes away. 

[Para 290] A different approach would be for Synchronizer 60 to attempt to recover. For 
example, Synchronizer 60 might, at the completion of a Snapshot Create, set the 
SnapshotEnvVersion and remove the InvalidSnapshot flag from that version. Then, if 
ConvertToOlder did not succeed, it would later find the InvalidVersions flag set. It could then 
rerun ConvertToOlder using the valid Snapshot, based on the SnapshotEnvVersion. Similar 
types of recovery can be envisioned by those skilled in the art. However, this kind of recovery 
increases the code complexity, while being largely unnecessary since the next SyncCycle 
should remedy the situation. If it does not, then any built in recovery would also likely not 
succeed, since it would be doing the same things. It is much simpler, and safer, to just view 
the entire set of transactions as either completing or failing, and let the next SyncCycle just 
try again, starting from a fresh Snapshot Create. This is one example of the “reduced 
complexity architecture” that is an important object of this invention. 

[Para 291] Alternatives to Transactions 
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[Para 292] Embodiments other than transactions could exist to address the problems 
described above. For example, a different solution might be to design Synchronizer 60 such 
that it always performs a new, complete Snapshot Create, prior to ever performing a 
ConvertToOlder or Snapshot Sent. That is, the only process P that is allowed to perform a 
ConvertToOlder or a Snapshot Send, is the same process P that just created the Snapshot.  
Following the same paradigm, Synchronizer 60 might ensure that the only process Q that is 
allowed to perform a ConvertToNewer or a Snapshot Install, is the same process Q that just 
successfully received a successful Snapshot Send. This approach may or may not be 
preferable to the transaction approach above. It is included only to demonstrate another way 
of looking at the problem, and another embodiment of the methods of this invention. 

[Para 293] Snapshot Race Conditions 

[Para 294] In any computer system involving multiple processors or processes, race 
conditions are possible. Two race conditions impacting this invention are now discussed, 
along with methods of handling them. 

[Para 295] Race condition #1: If, during Snapshot Create, any SyncFile or IdentFile is being 
modified, the resulting copy of that file could be invalid. This could occur if the file comprises 
more than one disk block, and the change to the file involves more than one disk block. It is 
then possible for a Snapshot copy to be made at a point in time where some, but not all, of 
the changed blocks have been written to the file. For example, assume a change involves 
two blocks, block A and block B. Block A may be written, then a Snapshot copy is made, then 
block B is written. The Snapshot copy will now contain the new block A with the old block B.  

[Para 296] Note that this problem does not exist if the change to the file involves only one 
disk block, or if the file itself is only one disk block long. In these cases, the single block will 
be either written, or not written, at the time of the Snapshot copy. Thus, the Snapshot will 
contain either the previous version, or the correct new version of the file. 

[Para 297] Race condition #2: If, during Snapshot Create, more than one SyncFile or 
IdentFile are being modified in dependent ways, such that more than one file must be 
modified to correctly implement the change, then the resulting Snapshot could be invalid. It is 
possible for the Snapshot copies of those files to occur at times where some, but not all of the 
changed files have been written to disk. For example, assume that a change to /etc/passwd 
also requires a change to /etc/groups (e.g., the new passwd entry uses a new group). In this 
case, the new /etc/passwd may be written to disk, then a Snapshot copy of /etc/passwd and 
/etc/groups is made, then the new /etc/groups is written to disk. The Snapshot will now 
contain the new /etc/passwd and the old /etc/groups, and the new entry in the Snapshot 
/etc/passwd will be invalid. 

[Para 298] Handling Snapshot Race Conditions 

[Para 299] If Snapshot Create were copying a large number of data files (as with typical 
Client Data 18), the above race conditions would be a major concern, as they are in systems 
that mirror Client Data 18. One would have to consider well-known solutions such as the use 
of file locks, record locks, copy-on-write file systems, or journaling, in order to ensure 
consistent and valid Snapshots. 

[Para 300] However, Snapshot Create is copying only a very small number of files, each of 
which tend to be very small.  In most cases, the files will consist of a single block, and if not, 
the changes will usually involve only a single block. However, multiple blocks or files may still 
need to be modified to implement a change, and the race conditions are still possible, 
resulting in possibly one or more invalid Snapshot files. We now look at what can happen if 
such invalid Snapshots occur. 

[Para 301] If these invalid files cause problems with any backward conversions, the 
Snapshot will be safely ignored. If not, they could be propagated to a server’s partners. 

[Para 302] If propagated to PRI, then if these files cause problems with forward conversions, 
the Snapshot would be safely ignored. If not, the Snapshot Compare on PRI would compare 
the invalid files with PRIs Snapshot, and an error should be reported. This also would be 
detected and reported by Verifier 70. This situation would only last until the next SyncCycle, 
which is only a few minutes away. 
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[Para 303] If propagated to SECs, then if these files cause problems with forward 
conversions, the Snapshot would be safely ignored. If not, the invalid files could be copied up 
to the system level. In this case, they could cause SEC services to function improperly, which 
would be detected and reported by Verifier 70. This situation would only last until the next 
SyncCycle, which is only a few minutes away. 

[Para 304] However, if a failover event occurs during this short interval, and this SEC must 
assume the Role of PRI, then PRI will now exhibit the improperly functioning services. This is 
serious, since the new PRI cannot heal itself. Certainly, the version control system will have 
recorded the invalid file changes, and an operator can restore their previous state, thus 
restoring services, but operator intervention would be required. 

[Para 305] One must evaluate this issue in light of (1) its probability of occurring, and (2) the 
alternative options. First, an invalid Snapshot due to these race conditions is highly unlikely, 
considering that all of the following must occur: 

o The files must be changed at the exact instant necessary to cause the invalid 
Snapshot. 

o The resulting invalid files must not cause problems with any backward or forward 
EnvVersion conversions. 

o This invalid Snapshot must occur on PRI. 
o Then, in the short interval before the next SyncCycle occurs, either: 
o PRI must crash unrecoverably, forcing a failover event, or: 
o A failover must be initiated before noticing the Verifier 70 reports of problems on 

SEC (or, noticing but disregarding them). 

[Para 306] Although the above is possible, it certainly is unlikely. However, if this is of 
concern, it can be addressed by simply providing a “suspend” capability for Synchronizer 60. 
This would allow an operator to signal Synchronizer 60 to suspend. When Synchronizer 60 
acknowledges, the operator is then assured that any previous SyncCycle has finished, and 
no new SyncCycle will be initiated until the operator signals Synchronizer 60 to resume. The 
operator would make the changes, then signal Synchronizer 60 to resume.  During the 
suspend interval, Verifier 70 will issue continuous alerts, to ensure that Synchronizer 60 is not 
inadvertently left suspended. 

[Para 307] It should be noted that solutions such as file locking, copy-on-write file systems, 
or journaling file systems, are not appropriate for ATLAS. They would require a retrofit into 
existing operating systems and service software, which is not in line with the ATLAS goals. 
Further, they would not necessarily be guaranteed to work (e.g., even if the system provides 
file editors which ensure appropriate locking, operators may install other tools which do not). 
Moreover, they would greatly increase the complexity of ATLAS, for very little return, 
considering the minimal likelihood of problems. They might cause more problems than the 
one they are trying to prevent.  

[Para 308] Maintaining All Changes in a Version Control System 

[Para 309] During Snapshot Create, the files that are copied into the appropriate Snapshot 
areas are also managed in a version control system. The presently-preferred embodiment 
uses RCS for this purpose. After each file is copied into the Snapshot area, the RCS "ci" 
(check in) command is run on the file.  If the file has not changed since the previous 
Snapshot, nothing will occur.  If the file has changed, RCS will log the change, and record 
information such that any previous version can be recovered.  This applies to all Snapshot 
files. 

[Para 310] This applies to all changes, regardless of their cause. For example, if an operator 
(inappropriately) modifies /etc/hosts on SECN, the following will occur.  At SECN's next 
Snapshot Create, Synchronizer 60 will detect the change in /etc/hosts, and record it in RCS. 
Then, when PRI performs its next Snapshot Send to SECN, followed by a SyncUp Request, 
SECN will perform a Snapshot Install, which will copy PRI's /etc/hosts up to its system level, 
replacing the operator-modified /etc/hosts. Then, at SECN's next Snapshot Create, 
Synchronizer 60 will detect the change in /etc/hosts and again record it in RCS.  Thus, from 
the logs, one would see that SECN's /etc/host had been changed locally, and then changed 
back to PRI's version as a result of Synchronizer 60. As another example, an operator may 
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run a GUI-based account manager on SECN to add a new user account, or, new software 
installed on SECN may automatically create a new user account, either of which could modify 
/etc/passwd. This would be detected and logged in the same manner as above. Although 
Synchronizer 60 will undo the change, the previous versions of all files are not lost, and can 
always be retrieved via the version control system. 

[Para 311] The above approach could also be employed during a Snapshot Install operation, 
where the files that are copied up to the system are also managed in a version control 
system. This could provide additional redundancy. However, this has not been implemented 
in the presently-preferred embodiment. 

[Para 312] Running Arbitrary Programs 

[Para 313] In order to allow efficient integration with Verifier 70, or any other program, 
Synchronizer 60 allows the specification of arbitrary programs that are to be run at select 
points in its operation, in a Role-specific manner.  Examples of such points would be just after 
a Role/Identity Install, just before a Snapshot Create, or just after a Snapshot Install. One 
specific use of this in the presently-preferred embodiment is to run Verifier 70 in SetUp mode 
just before a Snapshot Create. 

[Para 314] Synchronizer 60 Programs 

[Para 315] The following Sections refer to computer programs that are part of a current 
embodiment of Synchronizer 60. These programs are now briefly described. 

[Para 316] ssSync: This is the main Synchronizer 60 program, and accepts numerous 
command line arguments that control what it does. It can perform Role/Identity Install, 
perform Snapshot Create, perform ConvertToOlder and ConvertToNewer (by calling the 
appropriate conversion programs),  perform Snapshot Send , send SyncUp Request to 
partners, and perform Snapshot Install. 

[Para 317] ssSyncCtrl: This is the top level control program for Synchronizer 60. It is used 
to start, stop, and restart it, and to obtain status information. This would be run as part of the 
boot sequence (e.g., with “start” argument), and also can be run by an operator. 

[Para 318] ssSyncLoop: This simple program runs ssSync periodically to initiate 
SyncCycles. 

[Para 319] ssRun: This program is used to run Synchronizer 60 or Verifier 70 programs, 
providing extensive logging capabilities and a common startup mechanism. 

[Para 320] Role Verification 

[Para 321] Synchronizer 60 must ensure that the Master Config 50 and Identity information 
on each server is consistent, and that Snapshots are not sent to the wrong places. For 
example, if a server incorrectly believes it is PRI, it could conceivably send its Snapshot to 
the real PRI. Although this cannot cause the loss of Client Data 18, as clusters with shared 
disks can, it could cause services to operate improperly. 

[Para 322] In this invention, guarding against the above is simple compared to guarding 
against Split Brain. ssSync verifies its partner’s Master Config 50 information at every 
SyncCycle, and verifies its own Role before responding to any remote Synchronizer 60 
request. Two examples are now given, although other verifications are also required in order 
to ensure correct operation. 

[Para 323] ssSync verifies that its Role is PRI before sending a SyncUp Request to any 
partner. Further,  in the SyncUp Request, it also provides its own Master Config 50 
information, which the partner ssSync will use to verify the SyncUp Request. 

[Para 324] ssSync, upon receiving a SyncUp Request, first compares the Master Config 50 
information from the requester  (contained in the SyncUp Request) with its own Master 
Config 50 information. These must agree. The request must be coming from PRI, and the 
local server must NOT be PRI. If any discrepancy exists, an error is issued and the program 
exits. This failure will be detected by Verifier 70 and a notification issued. 

[Para 325] Boot Time Requirements 
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[Para 326] At boot time, Synchronizer 60 must perform a Role/Identity Install.  This is done 
by placing a command to run ssSyncCtrl into the appropriate OS boot phase, before the 
network interfaces are configured. It will then be automatically called by the OS with the 
“start” argument (“ssSyncCtrl start”). SsSyncCtrl then calls ssSync with the arguments to 
perform a Role/Identity Install. 

[Para 327] Periodically Initiating SyncCycles 

[Para 328] Synchronizer 60 on PRI must be periodically instructed to initiate a SyncCycle 
(##). Although this could be managed through an OS service such as “cron”, it is preferable 
to manage it entirely within the design of ATLAS, since it is so critical to the correct operation 
of ATLAS. This is handled through ssSyncCtrl. When called with the “start” argument, it runs 
ssSyncLoop in the background. The sole purpose of ssSyncLoop is to periodically instruct 
Synchronizer 60 to initiate a SyncCycle. It does this by simply calling ssSync with the 
appropriate arguments. 

[Para 329] This approach, as opposed to something like “cron”, makes the required action 
extremely visible via the ssSyncCtrl startup file, and makes the ssSyncLoop program visible 
in process listings. Furthermore, this allows an operator to readily stop, start, or restart 
ssSyncLoop through ssSyncCtrl (e.g., /etc/init.d/ssSyncCtrl restart). It also allows Verifier 70 
to verify that ssSyncLoop is running. 

[Para 330] Data Storage  

[Para 331] Sync and Identity Data 

[Para 332] In the presently-preferred embodiment, the Sync and Identity Data is maintained 
in a well-defined directory structure utilizing the OS filesystem. This was chosen for at least 
three reasons. First, it is simple and requires no additional software (e.g., for a database). 
Second, it allows Snapshot Sends to be implemented by simply using a remote distribution 
tool such as rdist or rsync, whereby the appropriate Snapshots are simply copied from one 
server to another, dropping into the exact same directory structure at the destination. Third, 
the same rdist or rsync can be employed to perform both Snapshot Create and Snapshot 
Install. Of course, this is just one possible embodiment.  In another embodiment, the Sync 
and Identity Data could be maintained in a relational database, where the Roles, 
EnvVersions, and file paths are fields in a table. The actual file contents could be blob objects 
or pointers to files that are separate from the database. In another embodiment, the Sync and 
Identity Data could be maintained in a nonrelational database. 

[Para 333] FIG 42 illustrates the presently-preferred embodiment of the Sync and Identity 
Data for a generic system with N servers and M different EnvVersions. Directory names have 
a trailing / (e.g., SID_DATA/) and comments are on the right in <angle brackets>. The 
Unbound Data comprises a directory that contains all Sync and Identity Data, shown as 
SID_DATA/. The SID_DATA/ directory comprises a MasterConfig file that contains the 
Master Config data, and a separate subdirectory for each Role that is required, shown as 
PRI/, SEC1/, … ,SECN/. Each Role subdirectory comprises a separate subdirectory for each 
EnvVersion that is required, shown as Env1/, … ,EnvM/. Each EnvVersion subdirectory 
contains all of the files that comprise that Snapshot. The Snapshot files are stored at the 
same paths as specified in the SyncFilesPaths and IdentFilePaths, but rooted under the 
EnvVersion directory. For example, in the Snapshot identified by both Role of PRI and 
EnvVersion of Env1, an IdentFilePaths path of  /etc/sysconfig/network would be copied from 
/etc/sysconfig/network and stored at SID_DATA/PRI/Env1/etc/sysconfig/network. The Master 
Config file contents are shown at the bottom, showing that PRI knows about all SECN 
servers, whereas SECN needs to know only about PRI. However, the SECNs could know 
about each other, it is just not necessary for the presently-preferred embodiment. 

[Para 334] EnvSpecific Data 

[Para 335] In the presently-preferred embodiment, the EnvSpecific Data is maintained in a 
well-defined directory structure utilizing the OS filesystem. This is much simpler than the 
Sync and Identity Data and does not require a figure. The Bound Data 8 comprises a 
directory, ESD_DATA/, which contains all of EnvSpecific Data. The ESD_DATA/ directory 
comprises an EnvID file that contains the EnvVersion of this server, and a bin/ directory 
containing the programs and supporting files that are required in order to implement this 
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embodiment of this invention. As with the Sync and Identity Data, other embodiments are 
possible.  

[Para 336] The Version Issue. 

[Para 337] Synchronizer 60 must be able to handle changes in Snapshot files, primarily the 
SyncFiles and IdentFiles, due to different EnvVersions, different service program versions 
(e.g., moving to a new version of web server), or patches to the OS or service programs. 
Such changes can range from simple changes in file location or syntax, to changes in 
semantics (e.g., changing from non-shadow passwords to shadow passwords), to changes 
involving a completely different paradigm (e.g., when Red Hat changed from ipchains to 
iprules). 

[Para 338] If, due to a change in the Environment (e.g., the OS or a service program), any 
SyncFile or IdentFile must change in terms of its name, location, format, or semantics, such 
that a Snapshot from this Environment will differ from Snapshots from other Environments, 
this is considered a new Environment. A new monotonically increasing number (N) is created 
and assigned to that Environment as the EnvVersion of the Environment. For a given N, any 
server comprising this Environment is said to be running EnvN. For example, Env5 could be 
an Environment comprising RedHat Linux 8.0 and Env6 could be an Environment comprising 
FreeBSD 2.0. 

[Para 339] Synchronizer 60 must be able to convert Snapshots from older to newer N, and 
from newer to older N. This need is demonstrated in the following simple example and 
progression of events, which represents a likely scenario in practice. 

[Para 340] Initial state: 
o     PC A: PRI: Env1 
o     PC B: SEC: Env1 

[Para 341] PC A experiences problems. Both PC A and PC B are shutdown, the Unbound 
Data from PC A is placed into PC B, and PC B is booted. PC B now assumes the Role of 
PRI. 

o     PC A: Under repair 
o     PC B: PRI: Env1  

[Para 342] While PC A is being repaired, configuration changes are made to PC B. PC A is 
repaired with a new motherboard that requires a newer EnvVersion, Env2.  The Unbound 
Data that was removed from PC B is placed into PC A, and PC A is booted. PC A now 
assumes the Role of SEC. 

o     PC A: SEC: Env2 
o     PC B: PRI: Env1 

[Para 343] At future Sync Cycles, in order for PC A to be Synced with PC B, Synchronizer 
60 on PC A must convert the older Env1 Snapshot from PC B to the newer Env2 Snapshot 
required on PC A. 

[Para 344] Once PC A is Synced and is seen to be operating correctly, it will now return to 
the Role of PRI (for example, it may be a faster server). Both PC A and PC B are shutdown, 
their Unbound Data is swapped,  and both are booted. PC A now assumes the Role of PRI 
and PC B assumes the role of SEC. 

o     PC A: PRI: Env2 
o     PC B: SEC: Env1 

[Para 345] At future Sync Cycles, in order for PC B to be Synced with PC A, Synchronizer 
60 on PC A must convert the newer Env2 Snapshot from PC A to the older Env1 Snapshot 
required on PC B. 

[Para 346] Although this example changed the EnvVersion from Env1 to Env2, it could have 
changed from Env1 to any later EnvVersion (e.g., Env4).  This could occur if this site simply 
had no problems during the interim Env2 and Env3 versions, so it jumps from Env1 to Env4. 
Also, although this example showed the repaired PC with a newer EnvVersion, it could end 
up with an older version.  For example, ATLAS may have begun operation with Red Hat 8.0 
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(as Env1), then moved to FreeBSD 2.0 (as Env2), which this site had on both PC A and PC B 
initially.  Then, ATLAS may have switched back to Red Hat 8.0, due to problems with 
FreeBSD 2.0, and when PC A is repaired, it ends up with Red Hat 8.0 (as Env1).  

[Para 347] Example of Files for Multiple Versions 

[Para 348] FIG 41 shows a fictitious example, depicting how the presently-preferred 
embodiment manages Snapshots for different EnvVersions. Shown is a Sync and Identity 
Data for an arbitrary SEC server in the directory SID_DATA/SEC/, with subdirectories Env1/, 
Env2/, and Env3/ for those EnvVersions (elements not relevant to this discussion are not 
shown, such as the Master Config). Each EnvVersion subdirectory contains an 
IdentFilePaths file that lists the path of each Identity file, a SyncFilePaths file that lists the 
path of each file (or directory) that must be Synced, an IdentFiles/ directory that contains the 
Snapshot copies of the IdentFiles, and a SyncFiles/ directory that contains the Snapshot 
copies of the SyncFiles. As expected, under each EnvVersion directory, the IdentFiles/ 
directory contains a copy of each file listed in the IdentFilePaths file, and the SyncFiles/ 
directory contains a copy of each file listed in the SyncFilePaths file.  

[Para 349] Env1 was the initial EnvVersion. Env2 was created due to changes to 
/etc/passwd and /etc/inetd. In Env1, /etc/passwd contained the user account information. In 
Env2, the files /etc/passwd, /etc/auth/passwd, and /etc/auth/key contain this information, 
where the format and semantics of /etc/passwd has changed (e.g., it no longer contains 
encrypted passwords). In Env1, the file /etc/inetd defined the services that respond to certain 
internet ports. In Env2, /etc/xinetd provides an extended version of this function, with 
additional semantics and format changes. 

[Para 350] Env3 was created due to changes to /etc/fstab and the files that set the network 
identity. In Env2, /etc/fstab defined static filesystem information. In Env3, the files /var/mounts 
and /var/mounts_remote now define this. In Env2, the files /etc/sys/network and /etc/ifcfg-
eth0 defined the network identity and low level interface. In Env3, the single file 
/etc/network_config serves this purpose, with completely different syntax and semantics. 

[Para 351] Boldface names indicate what has changed from the previous EnvVersion.  The 
black double ended arrows and brackets indicate the files that must be converted between 
the EnvVersions.  This is assumed to be on a server running Env3. 

[Para 352] The EnvSpecific Data 20 for this arbitrary SEC (requiring no figure) is contained 
in the ESD_DATA/ directory, comprising the EnvID file indicating Env3, and the bin/ directory 
comprising the converter programs that convert between Env1 and Env2 between Env2 and 
Env3 (again, only discussing elements relative to this example). 

[Para 353] When a New EnvVersion is Required 

[Para 354] It is an object of this invention to ensure that in an ATLAS cluster, when a server 
must change its EnvN (e.g., due to repair), or when a new server with a new EnvN is 
introduced, the cluster continues to function correctly, just as it did before the change; the 
change must not break what is already there and working, especially the current PRI server. 
While problems with SEC servers could be tolerated, a problem with PRI could subvert the 
entire purpose of ATLAS. 

[Para 355]  To this end, ATLAS is designed such that when a server must change its EnvN, 
or when a new server with a new EnvN is introduced, no changes need to be made to the 
existing servers, their software, or their data. The existing servers continue to use their 
existing software and data exactly as before the change. All changes are limited in scope to 
the modified or new server alone. Note also that no server even needs to be aware of the 
EnvN of any other server. 

[Para 356] The above is possible for the following reasons. If the modified server has an 
older EnvN, then the other servers will already have the software installed to convert their 
Snapshot back to that version. If the modified server has a newer EnvN, then it will have the 
software installed to convert the older Snapshot data forward to its version. When a new 
EnvN is required, only two changes must occur for Synchronizer 60, and both of these occur 
only on the system with the new EnvN. 
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o Add a new SyncFilePaths and possibly a new IdentFilePaths to the Sync and 
Identity Data.  This is trivial, since these just list the file paths.  

o Add a new SyncConverterN program to the EnvSpecific Data 20 program area. 

[Para 357] Creating the new SyncConverterN program is not necessarily trivial, but should 
be straightforward. Note that it need only deal with what has changed between EnvN-1 and 
EnvN (e.g., Env2 and Env3).  Things that have not changed are simply copied from the 
EnvN-1 Snapshot to the EnvN Snapshot. Further, the SyncConverterN program should be 
designed as a set of SyncConverterSVC_N programs, where each one is responsible for 
converting the files associated with service SVC.  For example, if only NFS changes, only a 
new SyncConverterNFS_N program needs to be created. This isolates these conversions 
and minimizes the likelihood of a change in one service causing problems with other 
services. 

[Para 358] Note that Verifier also must deal with the new EnvVersion, since it must parse 
and interpret the new config information. As such, the new SyncConverterN does not 
represent much more work than would already need to be done for Verifier.  

[Para 359] Reduced Complexity Architecture 

[Para 360] The reduced complexity architecture comprises at least the following design 
aspects in the presently-preferred embodiment. 

[Para 361] Architecture: A Manual-failover Approach 

[Para 362] A manual-failover approach is employed. That is, in order for a server’s Role to 
be changed (e.g., from SEC to PRI, or PRI to SEC), the following steps are taken: 

o It is shutdown. 
o Its Unbound Data 8 is removed. 
o Another Unbound Data 8 from a different ATLAS server is inserted. 
o It is booted back up. 

[Para 363] Manual-failover allows for a much simpler and safer design, providing for the 
benefits discussed in Sections [Para 370] through [Para 377]. It also increases confidence at 
failover by forcing a cold restart. Even if the Unbound Data 8 are hot swappable, the manual-
failover requires a complete shutdown and boot. This is to ensure that, at failover, all services 
start in the same manner and with the same system state as they did originally, and from 
which they were then exercised and verified until failover. 

[Para 364] To allow a warm or hot failover could subvert the goal of ensuring correct 
operation at failover. All of the verification of services running on SEC would be of lessened 
value if, at failover, the services may then have to be started differently, be restarted, or run in 
a different environment (e.g., the server changing it’s network identity  “on the fly” as opposed 
to setting it at boot). Thus, the shutdown and reboot reduces the likelihood of transient 
problems and increases confidence at failover -- all without requiring any special software to 
manage the warm or hot failover. 

[Para 365] Architecture: Server Role and Identity are Maintained on Unbound Data  

[Para 366] The Role of a server and its network identity are automatically maintained on the 
swappable Unbound Data 8. A server’s Role and identity are then automatically determined 
from the Unbound Data 8 that is attached to it, with its network identity automatically installed 
into the OS at boot. Since a given Unbound Data 8 can only be in one computer at a time, 
this ensures that multiple computers cannot accidentally assume the same Role or identity at 
the same time. This approach also obviates the need for any special Role switching software 
that an operator would have to run, and the inherent problems that would occur if they forget 
to run it. 

[Para 367] Architecture: Server OS and Programs are Maintained on Bound Data  

[Para 368] The OS and service programs, along with the ATLAS programs, reside on the 
Bound Data 7, not the Unbound Data 8. This choice was made due to the tight coupling that 
often exists between the OS, application programs, and hardware. For example, new 
hardware, such as a network interface card or RAID controller, may require OS patches. 
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However, a new motherboard may require an entirely new version of the OS. Moreover, a 
new version of the OS may require one or more new versions of application programs that 
provide services. 

[Para 369] The ATLAS architecture ensures compatibility among these components by 
placing them all on the Bound Data 7 that is tied to the server and its hardware. Not only 
does this approach keep them bound together, but it also ensures that each server runs with 
the same software, before and after a failover, regardless of its Role. This is critical to 
ensuring correct operation at failover. At failover, all services start in the same manner and 
run in the same environment as they did before the failover, and from which they were then 
exercised and verified until failover. 

[Para 370] If, instead, these components were placed on the Unbound Data 8, then when 
the Unbound Data 8 is swapped, the server would then run with a possibly different 
combination of OS, patches, and programs. This would subvert the goal of ensuring correct 
operation at failover. All of the verification of a server’s operation would be of diminished 
value if, at failover, it may then have to run with a different software environment. 

[Para 371] Architecture: No Heartbeat or Auto-Failover Software 

[Para 372] As a result of the architectural aspects described above, there is no need for 
heartbeat software. Further, there is no need for the multiple redundant heartbeat links (e.g., 
an additional network plus a serial link) that are required in order to improve its reliability, and 
that of the HA cluster. Moreover, there is no need for the auto-failover software that would 
react to the heartbeat failure and attempt to transfer control to a SEC and restart services 
there. 

[Para 373] Architecture: Minimal Data Mirroring 

[Para 374] The only data that must be mirrored from PRI to each SECN are the (1) 
Configuration data for the OS and for each Service, and (2) Verifier 70 test data that is 
required in order to verify each service. This is a very small amount of data, which does not 
change very often. Thus, ATLAS can employ simple mirroring techniques (e.g., rdist or rsync) 
that are run very frequently (e.g., every 5 minutes) to ensure consistency of this small amount 
of data across all servers. This is in contrast to the issues involved with mirroring user data. 
Nevertheless, some transaction and race conditions must still be considered. Section [Para 
273] discusses these, and how they can be handled in simplified ways given the minimal data 
that is being mirrored.  

[Para 375] Architecture: No Client Data Mirroring 

[Para 376] ATLAS does not mirror any of the Client Data 18. All Client Data 18 for all 
services exists only on the PRI Unbound Data 8. If they are plugged into another server, it will 
assume the Role of PRI and all of the data will be available to it.  There is no copying or 
mirroring of this data to other servers. 

[Para 377] The amount of such data is often substantial, and such data can change rapidly. 
Thus, the mechanisms to reliably mirror it would be substantially more complex than what 
ATLAS employs for mirroring only the configurations and verifier test data, as discussed in 
Section [Para 372]. For example, when mirroring a large amount of data, the transaction and 
race conditions discussed in Section [Para 273] are much more difficult to address. 

[Para 378] Architecture: No Shared Disks 

[Para 379] Because of the architectural aspects described above (Sections [Para 360] - 
[Para 374]), no shared disks are required. By eliminating the need for shared disks, ATLAS 
eliminates the possibility of data loss due to “split brain”, where multiple servers assume the 
Role of PRI and write over each other’s data (Section [Para 28]). Further, it eliminates the 
need for the software to guard against this situation. 

[Para 380] There is only one copy of the Client Data 18 on one Unbound Data 8, and that 
Unbound Data 8 cannot possibly be shared. Thus, even if multiple servers did assume the 
Role of PRI, they would not be able to step on the Client Data 18. A notification would be 
issued of the problem, but the correct primary server would continue to provide services. The 
Sentry software suite will automatically detect and report any situation where the server 
Roles or identities are inconsistent (Section [Para 320]). 
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[Para 381] Architecture: Load Sharing is Disallowed 

[Para 382] Load sharing between PRI and SEC servers is not allowed. That is, during 
normal operation, users will access all services on PRI only. Each SECN is dedicated solely 
to the tasks involved with ensuring correct operation at failover, and monitoring the primary 
services. 

[Para 383] This approach ensures that, at failover, all services will run with the same 
configurations and in the same environment as when they were exercised and verified prior 
to the failover. To allow load sharing would subvert the goal of ensuring correct operation at 
failover. All of the verification of services running on a server would be of diminished value if, 
at failover, the services might then have to run in a different environment. 

[Para 384] Architecture: Operators Manages Only the Primary Server 

[Para 385] With ATLAS the operator manages and maintains only the PRI server. There is 
no reason for an operator to make any changes to a SEC, except in the case of repairs or 
upgrades. Each SEC server is automatically synchronized with PRI and all SEC services are 
continuously run and verified through the Sentry software suite. This not only reduces the 
ongoing support costs and complexity by removing this burden from the operators, but also 
increases confidence at failover, since the servers are much more likely to stay synced if the 
process is automated. 

[Para 386] Software Updates 

[Para 387] ATLAS is designed to ensure that routine ATLAS software updates do not 
subvert the goals of ATLAS. For example, the installation of an ATLAS update on a SEC 
must not cause PRI to malfunction. The mechanisms that provide for this goal permeate the 
entire ATLAS architecture and design. 

[Para 388] Nevertheless, if a software update does cause a problem, ATLAS is designed to 
allow one to easily and quickly “undo” the update, restoring the system to its previous state. 
In fact, one can roll backward or forward to any other version of that software. This is possible 
since multiple versions of ATLAS software can be simultaneously installed and easily 
selected to run, and all are both backward compatible and forward compatible.  These 
aspects of ATLAS can be contrasted with many applications where, for example, the 
following situations can occur. Situations such as these should not be tolerated in ATLAS. 

o The installation of a new version of a program essentially removes the previous 
version, or requires one to uninstall it.  In these situations, rolling back to the 
previous version can be time consuming, difficult, and error prone.  

o Installing a new version of a program causes the existing Client Data 18 to be 
modified, such that it can no longer be used with the previous version. Since 
problems with new software are not always immediately obvious, by the time one 
realizes that problems exist, it may be too late to turn back without extreme 
difficulty or loss of data. 

[Para 389] To provide for the ability to roll updates forward or backward, ATLAS provides for 
at least the following goals. 

o ATLAS software is cleanly modularized. 
o Multiple versions of any ATLAS software module can be simultaneously installed 

on any server. 
o ATLAS can be easily configured to run any installed version of a module on any 

server. 
o The state of any server’s software (e.g. the versions of each module that are 

installed, and the versions that are currently running or set to run) can be easily 
assessed. 

o The time required in order to change from one version to another is on the order 
of minutes. 

o Module updates are both backward and forward compatible. Thus, module 
versions can be rolled backward or forward as required in order to restore proper 
operation. 
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[Para 390] Each ATLAS software “module” consists of a combination of zero or more 
executable programs, zero or more data files, and some expected disk file structure in which 
these exist. For each “version” of a module, the version identifier (e.g., “vN”) is tagged on the 
end of each module file. 

[Para 391] For example, the ssSync module may consist of an ssSync executable and an 
ssSync.cfg configuration file, both in the EnvSpecific Data 20 bin directory. Thus, version “vN” 
of ssSync would consist of the files ssSync.vN and ssSync.cfg.vN. In this way, any number of 
versions of any module can be simultaneously installed. The version that will actually run is 
determined by soft links to each of the files. These version-tagged files can exist in separate 
directories, such as “update” or “beta”, to distinguish between true software updates or beta-
test versions. For example, if ssSync update versions V1 and V2, and beta version V3 are 
installed, and version V2 is the current running version, the EnvSpecific Data 20 would look 
like this: 

 
DIRECTORY DIRECTORY CONTENTS 

ESD_DATA/bin/  

 LINK: SsSync        -> ./update/ssSync.V2 

 LINK: SsSync.cfg  -> ./update/ssSync.cfg.V2 

ESD_DATA/bin/update  

 FILES: SsSync.V1   ssSync.V2   ssSync.cfg.V1  
ssSync.cfg.V2 

ESD_DATA/bin/beta  

 FILES: SsSync.V3   ssSync.cfg.V3 

 

[Para 392] Support tools provide the ability to view this information in more palatable forms 
(e.g., looking at updates only, or on a per module basis), and to readily change all links for a 
given module, thus easily setting module X to version N. 

[Para 393] If different ATLAS versions require conversions of configuration or other data, 
ATLAS handles this exactly as it already does for the EnvVersions. There is no difference. If 
new ATLAS software requires such changes, a new EnvN number will be assigned, the 
required conversion programs will be provided, and Synchronizer 60 will handle this in the 
manner already described. 

[Para 394] Although the above software update requirements may appear to complicate the 
ATLAS architecture, the issue is multi-faceted. First, there is no alternative to these 
requirements. Currently available HA clusters face the same problem, but leave it to the 
operators who manages the HA cluster. They are responsible for ensuring that changes to 
the cluster servers do not subvert the goals of the cluster. Although this may be tolerable 
where one is willing and able to devote the necessary ongoing IT resources, this is not in line 
with the goals of ATLAS. Second, by designing ATLAS around these requirements from the 
start, ATLAS actually becomes simpler to manage over time, and more robust. Version 
compatibility is dealt with and designed in from the ground up – rather than as an 
afterthought, from the top down by the operators. Lastly, one must remember that a primary 
requirement of ATLAS is to automatically handle exactly these kinds of version differences in 
the target operating system and services. As such, those tools are already in place, and 
simply need to be extended to include the ATLAS software itself. 

[Para 395] Software Support 

[Para 396] In order to provide as much feedback as possible on software performance and 
problems, ATLAS is designed to monitor its own operation, to report problems, and to record 
information that can help identify, diagnose, and repair such problems. This feedback is 
essential for real-time support, for creating software updates, and for improving future 
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software releases. ATLAS provides for this through at least the following two synergistic 
mechanisms, although other mechanisms, such as Verifier 70, also support this need. 

[Para 397] Software Support: Program Output Logging 

[Para 398] Since ATLAS will likely run mostly unattended, it is important that log files be 
maintained of its activity, and especially of any problems. Given its critical Role, these should 
be maintained outside of the normal operating system logging mechanisms (e.g., syslog), 
such that they are clearly and readily accessible. Further, they must also be self-contained on 
each server, not relying on remote servers (as is often done with syslog), since the possibility 
of server failure is the fundamental purpose of ATLAS. 

[Para 399] ATLAS employs a unique approach that provides for these requirements. This 
approach is both simple and robust, requiring no interprocess communications, no special 
logging server process, and no special logging software to be embedded in the ATLAS 
programs. A single program called “ssRun” is employed to run all other Synchronizer 60 or 
Verifier 70 programs. ssRun provides extensive control over where to direct the output of the 
target program (e.g., stdout, a file, both, or /dev/null), and if going to a file, how to name that 
file and where to put it. For example, using this tool, ATLAS is able to have ssSync log to 
different files depending on whether ssSync is being run locally from ssSyncLoop, or is being 
run remotely by an ssSync on another server. This makes it much easier to track its 
operation. As another example, log files can be either created for each invocation of the 
program (e.g., with a date/timestamp such as LOG.ssSync.y04m06d03.h03m23s15), or 
rolled over at desired intervals (e.g., nightly).  Thus, ssSyncLoop may have one log file per 
day, while each of its invocations of ssSync goes to a separate date/timestamped ssSync log 
file. This flexibility and control, coupled with program crash logging, is essential to the ability 
to track ATLAS software performance and problems. 

[Para 400] Software Support: Program Crash Logging  

[Para 401] In order to allow after-the-fact analysis of the cause of problems, ATLAS 
incorporates a unique mechanism that maintains information on program crashes. For 
example, in a Unix or Linux system, a program crash can result in a “core” file being 
produced, which contains the state of the program. This can be analyzed with a debugger to 
yield valuable information on the cause of the crash, especially in conjunction with the log file 
of program output.  

[Para 402] ATLAS automatically detects such core files, analyzes them, assigns each a 
signature that is unique to each “type” of crash, and maintains this information along with the 
core file in a data store.  A notification is provided of each new “type” of crash. This 
mechanism is now described using a Unix example, but essentially the same methods would 
be employed for Windows. As discussed earlier, ssRun runs all other ATLAS programs. 
However, prior to running a program, it runs two other programs, “ssStartHandler” and 
“ssCoreHandler”, and then reacts to their outputs. 

[Para 403] ssStartHandler is responsible for at least the following: 
(1) Check the status of the currently running processes. Verify that these are within a 

valid operating profile. For example, if multiple copies of the program that is 
about to be run are already running, this may indicate a problem. 

(2) Check the status of system resources, such as disk space, swap space, paging 
rate, etc. Verify that these are within a valid operating profile. 

(3) If these (or other) status reports exceed the valid limits, create appropriate output 
notification, which will automatically go to the log files determined by ssRun, and 
optionally create other forms of notification, such as for Verifier 70. 

[Para 404] ssCoreHandler is responsible for at least the following: 
(1) Look for any newly created core file. If none exist, exit. 
(2) If a new core file found, determine the program that caused it, and run a 

debugger on the file, creating a traceback. 
(3) Remove any OS- or library-specific data location information from that traceback, 

while preserving the fundamental information regarding the cause of the fault. 
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The purpose of this step is to attempt to obtain the same final “cleaned” 
traceback, regardless of the OS specifics. 

(4) Create a checksum of this traceback, which becomes its signature. Due to the 
above “cleaning”, the same program fault should cause the same signature, 
regardless of OS-specifics. Of course, this is not 100% assured, and need not 
be. 

(5) Compare this signature with other signatures already in its data store. 
o If this signature does not exist, create a new data store entry with this signature 

as the key, add the traceback and the core file (compressed), and issue a 
notification. 

o If this signature exists, simply locate the entry. 
(6) Add to the entry, the date and time of this occurrence (and the server if not local). 

This will allow one to find the log files later, for example. 
(7) Allow signatures for known problems to be downloaded, thus keeping in sync 

with other sites, and not needlessly issuing notifications for known problems. 
Also, allow local signatures to be propagated to other sites. 

[Para 405] This data store, coupled with the program output logging, allows operators to be 
aware of problems, and to work to resolve them on a real-time basis. One can readily 
determine how many times a particular type of crash occurred, when and where each crash 
occurred, and then can locate the log files of both the program and ssStartHandler, as well as 
the core file(s), for further analysis. 

[Para 406] Although the above specifies that ssRun run the ssStartHandler and 
ssCoreHandler programs, these could be run by another entity. Certainly, ssStartHandler 
could be a Verifier 70 program that is part of that software suite.  However, the core handler 
must be run in a manner as to not allow core files to be overwritten by later crashes. The 
simplest and most robust approach is to have ssCoreHandler run by ssRun, prior to each 
program invocation. 

[Para 407] ATLAS as a Backup System 

[Para 408] Although ATLAS RAID protects against disk failures, this alone does not protect 
against site-wide failure such as fire or flood, which typically requires backup mechanisms 
with off-site media. Tape has traditionally been the media of choice, even though it comes 
with significant drawbacks such as speed, a backup “window” that can span hours during 
which the filesystem state can change (unless special mechanisms are employed), difficulty 
of detecting errors prior to complete media failure, and the issue of media degradation over 
time. The ever-increasing size of disk drives makes tape even less attractive. 

[Para 409] The ATLAS architecture offers a cost effective, simple, reliable, and better 
alternative to backups. Since ATLAS already incorporates the hardware and software to 
support swappable Unbound Data 8, this can readily be extended to provide for backup, 
including off-site media, as follows. 

[Para 410] RAID Level 1 (simple mirroring) normally employs two disks. By simply adding a 
third disk, that disk can be used as removable backup media since the RAID will keep all 
three disks synchronized. To remove the backup disk, simply instruct the RAID to disable it, 
remove it, insert another disk, and instruct the RAID to enable it. With hot-swap disks, this 
can occur without a shutdown. The removed disk will contain an instantaneous Snapshot of 
the primary disk. The RAID system will then begin synchronizing the new disk, until it 
becomes another mirror of the other two. This can be readily extended to other RAID levels. 
For example, for RAID Level 1+0 (simple mirroring of 2 striped disks), just add 2 additional 
striped disks, and mirror among all three pairs of disks. Then, remove and replace the third 
disk pair for backup purposes. 

[Para 411] This could be done at the end of each day, for example, taking the removed 
disk(s) off-site and rotating through one or two weeks of disks. If the system is in use 24x7, 
the synchronization will take longer, but it eventually will finish, and the backup disk can then 
be removed and replaced again. One may wish to leave the most recent N days disks on-site 
to allow for quick restore of recent file versions. One could also employ a dedicated server to 
create mirrors of these disks, so they can exist both on-site and off-site. 
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[Para 412] Considering the high cost of fast, high capacity tape drives and tapes, and the 
resources required in order to verify the integrity of the backup process, this RAID backup 
alternative is cost effective; especially since the RAID hardware and software already exist. 
Further, unlike tape systems, the RAID backup drive always contains an up-to-date, 
instantaneous Snapshot of the data (once synchronized), and will generally warn of disk 
deterioration, and deal with it, well before the disk is completely unusable. The result is a cost 
effective, simple, reliable, and better backup approach. 

[Para 413] The design and operation of Verifier 70 is now described. 

[Para 414] The concept of verifying the operational status of a service is not new, and tools 
exist for this purpose (e.g., Nagios at http://www.nagios.org). What is new and novel in this 
invention is the method of integrating such a tool with the methods of this invention to achieve 
the goals of this invention. The design of Verifier 70 and its integration with Synchronizer 60 
ensures correct operation of such a tool in the face of inevitable changes in services, their 
configurations, or the Environments in which services are provided. 

[Para 415] Verifier 70 must achieve the following goals. 
(1) Ensure that the necessary Verifier Data and configurations exist on PRI 1, in 

order to allow all services to be exercised and verified by each SECN (e.g., 
placing test data files in NFS exported directories, or in the web server document 
root directory). 

(2) Ensure that the paths for all data required in (1) are entered into the Snapshot 
data SyncFilePaths, in order for Synchronizer 60 to replicate it on all secondary 
servers. 

(3) Ensure that, if changes are made to configurations, services, or test data, that (1) 
and (2) are appropriately handled (e.g., if the changes are made to the NFS 
exported filesystems or the web server document root, the related test data files 
must be recreated in the new locations). 

(4) Exercise the Service N 11 using Verifier Data, and verify that it functions correctly 
(e.g., NFS may be exercised by unmounting and mounting an exported directory, 
and verifying that it contains a test file). This should utilize the existing network 
and communications interfaces, and the typical client API, although it can also 
use other approaches. 

(5) Make the results of (4) available in convenient and useful ways (e.g., via web 
browser or server console), including asynchronous notification of problems (e.g., 
via email, pager, alarms, or communication with other computer or electronic 
systems). 

(6) Ensure that all of the above will work correctly in the face of different 
Environments, such as different versions of the OS or Programs 14 that provide 
Service N 11on PRI and SECN 

[Para 416] Providing for [Para 415] goals 1, 2, and 3. 

[Para 417] In goal (1), the issue is to create an appropriate environment in which the service 
can be exercised and verified.  For example, if PRI's NFS server exports /dir, one might want 
to ensure that a specially named test file is placed in /dir (say, /dir/._test).  Then, SEC's 
Verifier 70 can NFS mount PRI:/dir and verify that /dir/._test exists and is readable, writable, 
and lockable.  Or, if PRI runs a web server, one might want to ensure that a specially named 
static web page is placed in the document root and a specially named CGI program is place 
in the /cgi-bin directory.  Then, SEC's Verifier 70 can request the static web page, and that 
the CGI program be run, verifying the results returned from each.  These are just simple 
examples, and much more elaborate exercising schemes would likely be desirable.  

[Para 418] In goal (2), the issue is to ensure that the environment created in goal (1) is 
replicated on each SECN.  Continuing the above NFS example, note that on each SECN, /dir 
would not even exist initially, since each SECN has its own Unbound Data 8, which contains 
none of the Client Data 18 in PRIs Unbound Data 8.  Each SECN Unbound Data 8 contains 
only what Synchronizer 60 sent to it. Thus, /dir and /dir/._test must be added to the 
SyncFilePaths for Synchronizer 60.  Continuing the above web server example, SECN would 
initially not contain the document root or cgi-bin directories.  Thus, these must be added to 
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SyncFilePaths, along with the special web page and CGI program files. Once this is done, 
Synchronizer 60 will ensure that all SECNs have the appropriate environment to exercise and 
verify services the same as PRI.  Note that SECN will contain only this minimal data in the 
NFS export directory and web server directories, and although this could be considered as 
part of Client Data 18 (not shown for simplicity), these figures will consider it as part of 
Verifier Data 17. 

[Para 419] Although goal (1) and goal (2) could be handled manually when services are 
initially configured, goal (3) cannot be handled manually in a reliable manner.  If any of the 
service configurations or file locations are changed on PRI, these changes must be reflected 
on each SECN as well.  Continuing the above examples, if /dir or the http document root 
directory were deleted and recreated, then all of the test data would have to be reinstalled 
into those new directories on PRI.  Or, in other examples, if /dir were renamed to /newdir, or 
new exported directories are added, or the system stops exporting /dir altogether, or if the 
httpd document root area is moved from /etc/httpd/docs to /usr/local/httpd/docs, then 
Synchronizer 60 SyncFilePaths would have to be updated accordingly, along with possibly 
having to reinstall all of the test data. 

[Para 420] It should be clear that, unless the above tasks are automated, changes to 
configurations or services will likely result in incorrect monitoring.  In fact, it is very likely that 
newly added or reconfigured services will not be monitored at all.  This would subvert the 
purpose of Verifier 70, and this invention in general. Verifier 70 automates these tasks 
through the methods described in the following embodiment. 

[Para 421] FIG 35. Servers providing services. 

[Para 422] Verifier is described by using the same example system as the previous 
discussions. However, in these figures, some Synchronizer 60 details are omitted in order to 
provide space for the Verifier 70 relevant objects. For example, although Sync and Identity 
Data 19 is still shown, the Role-specific and EnvVersion-specific data areas are not shown. 

[Para 423] Each server is shown running the identical set of Service N 11 services, and the 
execution of the Programs 14 that provide these services is depicted by the Service N 
Running 13 rounded rectangular boxes. This would be the normal situation, since each 
server has identical startup configurations and Service N 11 configurations in Config Data 16, 
as a result of the Synchronizer 60 operation previously described. Thus, at boot, each server 
will run the same services. The EnvVersion is explicitly indicated in Service N Running 13 
since each Service N 11 is provided by Programs 14 and Config Data 16, both of which 
reside in Bound Data 7, making them EnvVersion-specific. 

[Para 424] As mentioned before, it is important to understand that Service N clients will 
access only the Service N Running 13 on PRI 1, and only PRI 1 Client Data 18 contains the 
actual client data. Clients do not access Service N Running 13 on any SECN servers. Service 
N Running 13 on each SECN exists only to be exercised by Verifier 70, and the Client Data 
18 on each SECN (not shown for simplicity) contains only minimal structural information used 
in conjunction with Verifier Data 17. 

[Para 425] It is important to understand that Service N services are not limited to high-level 
services such as NFS, email, or a WEB server, but rather, comprise virtually all system 
services. These include, but are not limited to, domain name service, network time service, 
system performance or error monitoring, RAID subsystem monitoring, network connectivity to 
external hosts, routing service, and so on. 

[Para 426] FIG 35. Verifier 70 and VerifyServiceN 40 programs running in SetUp mode.  

[Para 427] In the presently-preferred embodiment, for each Service N 11, a VerifyServiceN 
40 program is created, which becomes part of Verifier 70. All VerifyServiceN 40 programs 
reside in EnvSpecific Data 20 in Bound Data 7. When run in SetUp mode, it sets up the 
appropriate test data that is necessary for exercising service N. When run in Verify mode, it is 
responsible for exercising and verifying the correct operation of Service N 11 on a specified 
server. Although this embodiment specifies a single program that runs in different modes, 
another embodiment might employ separate programs for each function, accessing either a 
common configuration file or a database for common information. Of course, other 
embodiments are possible. 
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[Para 428]   As previously described, Synchronizer 60 on PRI 1 runs Verifier 70 in SetUp 
mode immediately before each SyncCycle begins. This causes each VerifyServiceN 40 to run 
in SetUp mode. When VerifyServiceN 40 is run in SetUp mode, it reads the Config Data 16 
for Service N 11, obtains the EnvVersion from EnvID 21, and based on this information, it 
sets up the appropriate test data that is necessary for exercising service N. It also records 
this test data information in the SyncFilePaths file so Synchronizer 60 will include it in 
Snapshots, thus causing this test data to be created on all SECN servers.  All of this is 
depicted in this figure in a high level way, since Synchronizer 60 operation has already been 
described in detail, and VerifyServiceN 40 operation will be described in detail below. 

[Para 429] Specifically, VerifyServiceN 40 is responsible for the following two tasks when 
run in SetUp mode:  

o Creating and installing the necessary test data on PRI.  
o Communicating the information necessary in order for Synchronizer 60 to update 

all SECNs with this test data.  

[Para 430] VerifyServiceN 40 provides for these tasks by performing the following actions.  
(1) If this server is not PRI, exit, since SetUp mode must only be run on PRI.  
(2) The SyncFilePathsSvcN file specifies the paths of all files that need to be 

synchronized for Service N 11. VerifyServiceN 40 creates this file automatically 
as follows.  

(3) Read the "InstalledServices" file, which indicates where the Service N 11 has 
been installed (e.g., httpd may be installed under /usr/local, under /etc, or even 
under /).  

(4) Based on the above, and its understanding of the service, the version of the 
service, and the version of the OS on which it is running, it will know the config 
files required for that service. Write these config file paths into the file 
"SyncFilePathsSvcNconfigs".  

(5) Read the various config files and parse them in order to determine where to put 
the test data that will be used to verify correct operation of the service.  For 
example, the web server document root and cgi-bin directories may be located 
anywhere, but they will be specified in the httpd config files.  Or, with NFS, the 
/etc/exports file will indicate which directories are being exported.  

(6) The test data required in order to verify correct operation of the service will be 
either hardwired into VerifyServiceN 40, or accessed from a service-specific data 
area.  This same information will be used by this program to actually exercise 
and verify this service when running in Verify mode. 

(7) Attempt to ensure that the required test data is properly installed in the 
appropriate areas.  If it cannot do so (e.g., if a required area does not exist), it 
simply continues, since the subsequent exercising and verification steps will 
detect and report the problem.  

(8) Write the test data paths to the file "SyncFilePathsSvcNdata", along with the path 
to SyncFilePathsSvcNdata itself.  

(9) Catenate SyncFilePathsSvcNconfigs and SyncFilePathsSvcNdata to create 
SyncFilePathsSvcN.  This will now contain not only the paths of the configuration 
files, but also the paths of all data files required in order to verify this service.  
Since Synchronizer 60 sends all of this to each SEC, and each SEC installs this 
up to its system level, this ensures that each SEC will configure the service in the 
same manner as PRI (e.g., NFS will export the same directories, such as /dir), 
and that the test environment and files will exist as well (e.g., /dir will actually 
exist, as well as the test file /dir/._test).  

[Para 431] Although the above steps could be carried out asynchronously with the operation 
of Synchronizer 60, there are two reasons they should only occur immediately before 
Synchronizer 60 performs a snapshot.  First, carrying them out more frequently than the 
Synchronizer 60 snapshot interval would be a waste, since any changes won't get to the 
SECNs until the Synchronizer 60 next snapshot.  Second, the time window between when 
these are carried out and the Synchronizer 60 next snapshot is a period when PRI and 
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SECNs are not synced, and there is no reason to lengthen this.  Since Synchronizer 60 
provides for the running of arbitrary programs just before a Snapshot, running VerifyServiceN 
40 in SetUp mode is simply added to that list of programs.  

[Para 432] Running VerifyServiceN 40 in SetUp mode before each SyncCycle ensures that 
any changes in services or service configurations, or any changes in VerifyServiceN 40 itself, 
are appropriately handled. For example, at any point in time, NFS may export a new directory 
or no longer export a previous one, or the web server document root location may have 
changed, or a new version of VerifySrviceN may require additional test data. Running 
VerifyServiceN 40 in SetUp mode ensures that the test environment will be modified 
appropriately. 

[Para 433] The above methods ensure that VerifyServiceN 40 on any server can exercise 
Service N on any other server (or it’s own server), with the expected environment and test 
data being available on that server. For example, with NFS, Synchronizer 60 ensures that 
every directory exported by PRI NFS, will also exist on each SECN, along with the necessary 
test data inside. Thus, each SECN can export those directories exactly as PRI does, and PRI 
can verify those SECN NFS services just as the SECNs can verify PRI’s NFS service. 

[Para 434] Providing for [Para 415] goal (4). Exercise and verify Service N 11 using Verifier 
Data. 

[Para 435] FIG 37. PRI 1 VerifyServiceN 40 running in Verify mode. 

[Para 436] VerifyServiceN 40, when run in Verify mode, is responsible for exercising and 
verifying the correct operation of Service N 11 on a specified server using the test data 
installed in SetUp mode. For simplicity, this figure shows VerifyServiceN 40 running only on 
PRI 1. The next figure will show it on each SECN. 

[Para 437] Verifier 70 determines which services are running on the server by reading the 
system configuration files. Then, for each Service N, Verifier 70 runs VerifyServiceN 40 in 
Verify mode, with parameters based on the specific Service N configurations. For example, if 
multiple web servers exist, it will run a VerifyServiceN 40 for each of them. Thus, a set of 
VerifyServiceN 40 programs will run on each server, exercising those services on each 
partner host defined in Master Config. These are shown in this figure running on PRI, and 
exercising the services on both SEC1 and SEC2. 

[Para 438] VerifyServiceN 40 should verify the service by utilizing the typical client API of 
the service, although it may also employ other approaches. For example, NFS would likely be 
exercised by unmounting and mounting a filesystem, then verifying that test files can be read, 
written, locked, and unlocked. However, NFS may also be evaluated via the lower level 
“rpcinfo” utility. VerifyServiceN 40 must also utilize the existing network and communication 
interfaces, although it may also employ other communication mechanisms. For example, 
NFS would likely be exercised using the existing business network. However, an additional 
network link could also be employed. 

[Para 439] Note, in this example, VerifyServiceN 40 on PRI 1, which runs Env2, must verify 
a service on the older Env1 on SEC1 2, and a service on the newer Env3 on SEC2 3. In 
general, the VerifyServiceN 40 programs must be capable of verifying services that are either 
newer or older than those running on its own server, as is discussed in more detail later.  Of 
course, a different EnvN number does not imply that all services have changed, since a new 
EnvN number is created when any service or configuration file requires it. 

[Para 440] It is critical that VerifyServiceN 40 be able to continue running in a timely manner, 
regardless of the performance, or malfunction, of Service N 11. For example, if the NFS lock 
daemon or stat daemon is misbehaving, VerifyNFS must not become “stuck” waiting for a 
lock. Or, if a web server or DNS server is misbehaving, VerifyServiceN 40 must not hang up 
waiting for a response from either one. In the presently-preferred embodiment this is handled 
by the use of nonblocking calls, or asynchronous timer interrupts. This requirement for 
timeliness could also be handled by the program(s) that invoke VerifyServiceN 40, but 
something must deal with it. 

[Para 441] It is important to appreciate that each VerifyServiceN 40 is extremely service-
specific. Further, the specific actions it must undertake depend not only on the service, but 
may also depend on how the service is being used. For example, if NFS is being used in a 
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read-only manner with no file locking, then VerifyNFS may omit file lock tests.  On the other 
hand, if NFS supports a database that relies on file locking, VerifyNFS would be expected to 
test that aspect. In general, VerifyServiceN 40 should perform the following tasks. 

[Para 442] Exercise those aspects of Service N 11 to which any of the following apply. 
Aspects that are:  

o Critical to one's normal use of the service. 
o Likely to indicate when the service is not functioning properly. 
o Indicative of a measure of the service, such as a performance metric. 

[Para 443] Analyze the results of [Para 442] and create a profile of how well the service is 
performing relative to its "ideal" performance.  This profile should be structured such that 
other programs can obtain a simple “status” of the service, such as “go/no-go”, or can drill 
down for more detail.  For example, network connectivity may be measured in terms of ping 
response times, fragmented (back-to-back) IP packet responses, and file transfer rates, but 
the resulting profile may be reduced to indicating “okay/slow/unacceptable”.  Of course, the 
profile should also contain additional information so that the program accessing it can obtain 
more information if desired. 

[Para 444] Provide the results of [Para 443] to the programs responsible for creating reports 
and logs, and issuing notifications. 

[Para 445] FIG 38. SECNs run VerifyServiceN 40 in Verify mode. 

[Para 446] Each SECN Verifier 70 runs a set of VerifyServiceN 40 programs, exactly as was 
described in for PRI 1.  The only difference is that they will exercise the services running on 
PRI 1, since that is their only partner.  The operation of each Verifier 70 and each 
VerifyServiceN 40 is completely symmetric across the server roles. As with PRI 1, the 
VerifyServiceN 40 programs must be capable of verifying services that are newer or older 
than those running on its own server. In this example, SEC1 2 must verify newer services, 
while SEC2 3 must verify older services. 

[Para 447] FIG 39. Controlling VerifyServiceN 40 Programs 

[Para 448] In the presently-preferred embodiment, VerifierControl 41 is responsible for 
running each VerifyServiceN 40 program at definable intervals that may differ for each 
VerifyServiceN 40. This could consist of one or more programs, and resides in the 
EnvSpecific Data 20 in the Bound Data 7. 

[Para 449] Providing for [Para 415] goal (5). Make the results available in convenient and 
useful ways. 

[Para 450] In the presently-preferred embodiment,  VerifierResults 42 is responsible for this. 
In order to simplify this figure, only Server A  4 and Server B 5 are shown, with only some of 
the possible communication channels shown. VerifierResults 42 resides in the EnvSpecific 
Data 20 in the Bound Data 7, and could consist of multiple programs, any of which could be 
combined with VerifierControl 41. Specifically, VerifierResults 42 should perform the following 
tasks: 

(1) Collect and manage the results from each VerifyServiceN 40 program.  
(2) Make these results available through multiple convenient channels, such as a 

remote web browser, email, the server console, or communication with other 
computer or electronic systems.  

(3) Issue asynchronous alerts of critical issues via email, pagers, phone calls, or 
communication with other computer or electronic systems, etc., based upon 
adjustable parameters 

(4) Provide easily settable parameters for each service results profile, such as what 
information to present in top level views (e.g., a simple Go/NoGO indication), or 
under what conditions to issue asynchronous alerts.  

(5) Log the results in Sync and Identity Data 19, under the Role-specific and 
EnvVersion-specific data area. 
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[Para 451] In the presently-preferred embodiment, the “Nagios” monitoring tools 
(http://www.nagios.org) are used for VerifierControl 41 and VerifierResults 42, which then run 
our VerifyServiceN 40 programs in Verify mode as plugins. 

[Para 452] Providing for [Para 415] goal (6). Ensure that the above works correctly in the 
face of different Environments on PRI and SECN.           

[Para 453] Since VerifyServiceN 40 works at the service API level, and we expect most 
service changes to be backward compatible at the API level, such changes would likely be 
compatible with the previous VerifyServiceN 40.  If the APIs are not compatible, then clients 
of the service would have to run new client software, and a new VerifyServiceN 40 would 
have to be created for that service.  Further, even if a new version is backward compatible at 
the API, it may offer additional functionality that we now want to check, which could still 
require a new VerifyServiceN 40.  

[Para 454] If VerifyServiceN 40 on a given server monitored only Service N 11 on that same 
server, then if a new version of Service N 11 required a new VerifyServiceN 40, the new 
VerifyServiceN 40 would simply be installed on that server.  However, in our methods, 
VerifyServiceN 40 on server A usually monitors Service N 11 on server B. This is done to 
exercise the services in the same ways that they are being used. Monitoring on the same 
server does not necessarily achieve this goal. 

[Para 455] Thus, if server B runs a new version of Service N 11, server A would have to run 
the new VerifyServiceN 40.  The new VerifyServiceN 40 would have to be installed such that 
server A can run it (e.g., distributed out via Synchronizer 60, or installed directly into server 
A's Bound Data 7).  

[Para 456] Thus, when a new or repaired server is introduced into the cluster, a new 
VerifyServiceN 40 might have to be installed and run on one or more existing PRI or SEC 
servers. This is contrary to the desire to require no changes to existing servers, as discussed 
earlier.  Mitigating this is the following fact: 

[Para 457] This change affects only Verifier 70. It does not affect the Synchronizer 60, it 
does not affect the OS, and more importantly, it does not affect the actual services, their 
configs, or their data. Thus, although a new VerifyServiceN 40 may be placed on PRI, it is 
extremely unlikely that this can cause problems with the services PRI is providing. 

[Para 458] Each new VerifyServiceN 40 must be able to monitor the current version of 
Service N 11 and all previous versions of Service N 11 that may still be in the field.  This 
allows us to drop a new VerifyServiceN 40 onto any server without concern about which 
versions of Service N 11 the other servers are running.  

[Para 459] An alternative embodiment would be to create a VerifyServiceNversionV that 
knows only about version V of service N. In this case, Verifier 70 on each server would have 
to determine the version of each service on each partner server, and pick the correct 
VerifyServiceNversionV to run for each.  This would work, but from an object-oriented view, 
Verifier 70 should not know about the details of each service.  In another embodiment, 
Verifier 70 could run a single VerifyServiceN 40, which in turn runs the correct 
VerifyServiceNversionV. In the presently-preferred embodiment, Verifier 70 runs a single 
VerifyServiceN 40 for each Service N 11, with VerifyServiceN 40 taking care of its specific 
service version issues. VerifyServiceN 40 determines the version of the remote service, and 
then monitors it appropriately. Since the APIs are usually backward compatible, this should 
not be a problem in general. 

[Para 460] Following is a brief assessment of why one would change service versions, and 
what such changes can entail.  First, why change service versions?  

(1) It is forced, due to an EnvVersion change.  
(2) It is desirable, for the additional functionality of the new service.  
(3) It is desirable, not for additional functionality, but for increased reliability of the 

new service, or perhaps the older version is not supported as well.  

[Para 461] The following matrix shows what such changes can entail.  In all cases involving 
a new VerifyServiceN 40, it is installed on all servers, since it is assumed to understand all 
previous service versions. On the left are what can change and what such changes require, 
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and on the right are possible scenarios, where each column shows a combination of possible 
changes and what is required as a result. 

WHAT CAN CHANGE   

New API (new clients required) N N N Y Y y

New clients that work with old API - - - Y - n

Improved functionality N N Y N X -

Improved reliability N Y - N X -

WHAT THIS REQUIRES   

New service clients N N N Y Y y

New VerifyServiceN 40 N N   Y1 Y Y y

New Service on all servers N Y Y N Y y

[Para 462] Notes on above matrix: 
o "New API (new clients required)" indicates that old clients will not work with new 

service. 
o The two 'X' entries mean either one, or both, is 'y'. 
o The '-' entries mean that it doesn't matter. 
o Y1: New VerifyServiceN 40 is required only if it must verify new functionality. 

[Para 463] When a New EnvVersion is Required 

[Para 464] With any new EnvVersion, a new VerifyServiceN 40 might have to read new 
config files that differ from the previous ones. However, the new VerifyServiceN 40 may have 
to be installed, and run, on a server that is still using the older service version, and thus has 
only the older config files. It is tempting to believe that this would be handled by the 
Synchronizer 60 automatic conversion of config files to newer and older versions, as 
previously discussed at length. However, this will not always suffice in this situation. 

[Para 465] Assume that a newer service NversionV+1 uses NversionV+1 config files, and 
requires a new VerifyServiceNversionV+1. If VerifyServiceNversionV+1 must be installed on 
a server running the older service NversionV with the older NversionV config files, 
Synchronizer 60 cannot guarantee that the newer NversionV+1 config files will be available to 
VerifyServiceNversionV+1.  The reason is couched in the fact that the system running service 
NversionV knows nothing about service NversionV+1. As discussed earlier, a server knows 
nothing about EnvVersions newer than its own. It would only have the newer config files if 
they were pushed there by Synchronizer 60 from a server running that newer NversionV+1, 
but even then, they might only exist in Sync and Identity Data 19 under that newer 
EnvVersion, and might not be installed into the Config Data 16 for Service NversionV. The 
details of this are not presented here, but can be seen if the reader walks through some 
event scenarios while keeping the following in mind: 

o IF a newer VerifyServiceN 40 is required, 
o AND IF it must read newer config files which differ from the previous config files 

in name, location, syntax, or semantics, 
o AND IF it must be installed on machines with older config files, 
o THEN the newer VerifyServiceN 40 must be able to interpret those older config 

files as well as the newer ones. 

[Para 466] This should pose no problem in practice, since the previous VerifyServiceN 40 
knew how to read the older config files, and a converter must be written for them anyhow (for 
Synchronizer 60).  Incorporating this into the new VerifyServiceN 40 should be trivial. 

[Para 467] The figures and descriptions that have been presented illustrate a representative 
digital computer system that can be programmed to perform the method of this invention.  
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Other digital computer system configurations can also be employed to perform the method of 
this invention, and to the extent that a particular system configuration is capable of 
performing the method of this invention, it is equivalent to the representative digital computer 
system in FIG 1 and the figures and descriptions that follow, and within the scope and spirit of 
this invention. 

[Para 468] Once they are programmed to perform particular functions pursuant to 
instructions from program software that implements the method of this invention, such digital 
computer systems in effect become special-purpose computers particular to the method of 
this invention. The techniques necessary for this are well-known to those skilled in the art of 
computer systems. 

[Para 469] Computer programs implementing the method of this invention will commonly be 
distributed to users on a distribution medium such as floppy disk or CD-ROM. From there, 
they will often be copied to a hard disk or a similar intermediate storage medium. When the 
programs are to be run, they will be loaded either from their distribution medium or their 
intermediate storage medium into the execution memory of the computer, configuring the 
computer to act in accordance with the method of this invention. All these operations are well-
known to those skilled in the art of computer systems. 

[Para 470] The term "computer-readable medium" encompasses distribution media, 
intermediate storage media, execution memory of a computer, and any other medium or 
device capable of storing for later reading by a computer a computer program implementing 
the method of this invention. 

CLAIMS 

What is claime  d is: 
  

   

   

   

   

   

   

[Claim 1] A method running on a system comprising a primary server and one or more 
secondary servers connected to a network, the method comprising: 

assigning a Role to each said server, where said Role determines whether said server is said 
primary server or one of said one or more secondary servers; 

providing a service on said primary server, and concurrently providing said service on any 
number of said secondary servers; 

determining operational status of said service on any said server providing said service; 

changing roles, which comprises a first said server assuming the Role of a second said 
server; and 

ensuring that, after said changing roles, said service will be working correctly on all said 
servers. 

[Claim 2] A digital computer system programmed to perform the method of [Claim 1]  . 

[Claim 3] A computer-readable medium storing a computer program implementing the 
method of [Claim 1]  . 

[Claim 4] A method as in [Claim 1]  , wherein said determining operational status of 
said service on any said server providing said service comprises; 

requesting that said service perform one or more tasks, where each said task produces a 
result; 

analyzing each said result in order to determine said operational status of said service and to 
determine whether said service is said working correctly; and 

if, in order for said service to said perform one or more tasks, Verifier Data must be available 
to said service, then ensuring that said Verifier Data is available to said service. 

[Claim 5] A digital computer system programmed to perform the method of [Claim 4]  . 

[Claim 6] A computer-readable medium storing a computer program implementing the 
method of [Claim 4]  . 

[Claim 7] A method as in [Claim 4]  , wherein each said server further comprises; 
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an Environment in which said service is provided, where said Environment comprises 
programs and data that are required to provide said service, and where said Environment can 
affect the said operational status of said service; 

where a first said Environment on a first said server can be different from a second said 
Environment on a second said server; 

Bound Data that is specific to said server to which it is connected, where said bound data 
comprises information that determines said Environment of said server to which said Bound 
Data is connected; and 

Unbound Data that can be connected to any said server, where said Unbound Data 
comprises information that determines said Role of said server to which said Unbound Data 
is connected, and Snapshot data that comprises a specification of data to synchronize 
between said primary server and said one or more secondary servers. 

[Claim 8] A digital computer system programmed to perform the method of [Claim 7]  .    

   

   

   

   

   

[Claim 9] A computer-readable medium storing a computer program implementing the 
method of [Claim 7]  . 

[Claim 10] A method as in [Claim 7]  , wherein said changing roles further comprises; 

disconnecting a first said unbound data from a first said server with a first said Role, and 
disconnecting a second said Unbound Data from a second said server with a second said 
Role; 

connecting said second said unbound data to said first said server in place of said first said 
Unbound Data that was disconnected in the previous step; 

determining said Role of said server from said Unbound Data connected to said server, and 
determining a first said Environment of said server from said Bound Data connected to said 
server; 

if a first said Snapshot identified by both said Role and said first said Environment is not 
available in said Unbound Data, then locating in said Unbound Data an available second said 
Snapshot identified by both said Role and a second said Environment, and converting said 
second said Snapshot into said first said Snapshot identified by both said Role of said server 
and said first said Environment; and 

installing into said server, said network identity as specified in said Snapshot identified by 
both said Role of said server and said first said Environment. 

[Claim 11] A digital computer system programmed to perform the method of [Claim 10]  
. 

[Claim 12] A computer-readable medium storing a computer program implementing the 
method of [Claim 10]  . 

[Claim 13] A method as in [Claim 10]  , wherein said ensuring that, after said changing 
roles, said service will be working correctly on all said servers, comprises; 

determining a first said Role of a first said server from said Unbound Data connected to said 
first said server, and determining a first said Environment of said first said server from said 
Bound Data connected to said first said server; 

if said first said Role is PRI, then creating said Verifier Data, and accessing said specification 
of data to synchronize between said primary server and said one or more secondary servers, 
where said specification is identified by both said first said Role and said first said 
Environment, and updating said specification with information about said Verifier Data; 

accessing said specification of data to synchronize between said primary server and said one 
or more secondary servers, where said specification is identified by both said first said Role 
and said first said Environment;  

creating a Snapshot containing information that is required in order to synchronize certain 
data between said primary server and said one or more secondary servers, where said 
certain data is defined in said specification, and where said Snapshot is identified by both 
said first said Role and said first said Environment; 
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storing said Snapshot into said Unbound Data such that said Snapshot is identified by both 
said first said Role at time of said storing and said first said Environment at time of said 
storing; and 

for each second said server that is a Partner of said first said server, and for each second 
said Environment that is required for said second said server, performing the next two steps 
(a) and (b): 

(a) if said second said Environment is different from said first said Environment, then 
converting a first said Snapshot identified by both said first said Role and said first said 
Environment, into a second said Snapshot identified by both said first said Role and said 
second said Environment, and storing said second said Snapshot into Unbound Data such 
that said second said Snapshot is identified by both said first said Role at time of said storing 
and said second said Environment; 

(b) delivering to said second said server, said Snapshot identified by both said first said Role 
and said second said Environment, where said delivering to said second said server 
comprises storing said Snapshot into said Unbound Data on said second said server such 
that said Snapshot is identified by both said first said Role and said second said 
Environment. 

[Claim 14] A digital computer system programmed to perform the method of [Claim 13]  
. 

   

   

   

   

   

[Claim 15] A computer-readable medium storing a computer program implementing the 
method of [Claim 13]  . 

[Claim 16] A method as in [Claim 13]  , further comprising; 

determining said Role of said server from said Unbound Data connected to said server, and 
determining a first said Environment of said server from said Bound Data connected to said 
server; 

if said Role is not said Primary, then performing the next four steps (a), (b), (c) and (d): 

(a ) if a first said Snapshot identified by both said Role and said first said Environment is not 
available in said Unbound Data, then locating in said Unbound Data an available second said 
Snapshot identified by both said Role and a second said Environment, and converting said 
second said Snapshot into said first said Snapshot identified by both said Role and said first 
said Environment; 

(b ) accessing said Snapshot identified by both said Role and said first said Environment; 

(c ) accessing said specification of data to synchronize between said primary server and said 
one or more secondary servers, where said specification is identified by both said Role and 
said first said Environment; 

(d ) installing data into objects on said server as specified by information in both said 
specification and said Snapshot; 

determining a first said Role of a first said server from said Unbound Data connected to said 
first said server, and determining a first said Environment of said first said server from said 
Bound Data connected to said first said server; and 

for each second said server that is a Partner of said first said server, performing the next two 
steps (e) and (f): 

(e) determining a second said Role of said second said server; 

(f) comparing a first said Snapshot identified by both said first said Role and a common said 
Environment with a second said Snapshot identified by both said second said Role and said 
common said Environment, and if said comparing indicates differences, then issuing an alert. 

[Claim 17] A digital computer system programmed to perform the method of  [Claim 16]  
. 

[Claim 18] A computer-readable medium storing a computer program implementing the 
method of  [Claim 16]  . 
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[Claim 19] A method running on a system comprising a primary server and one or more 
secondary servers connected to a network, the method comprising: 

  

assigning a Role to each said server, where said Role determines whether said server is said 
primary server or one of said one or more secondary servers; 

providing a service on said primary server, and concurrently providing said service on any 
number of said secondary servers; 

determining operational status of said service on any said server providing said service; 

where said determining operational status of said service comprises the next three steps (a), 
(b), and (c): 

(a) requesting that said service perform one or more tasks, where each said task produces a 
result; 

(b) analyzing each said result in order to determine said operational status of said service 
and to determine whether said service is said working correctly; 

( c) if, in order for said service to said perform one or more tasks, Verifier Data must be 
available to said service, then ensuring that said Verifier Data is available to said service; 

where each said server further comprises an Environment in which said service is provided, 
where said Environment comprises programs and data that are required to provide said 
service, and where said Environment can affect the said operational status of said service; 

where a first said Environment on a first said server can be different from a second said 
Environment on a second said server; 

where each said server further comprises Bound Data that is specific to said server to which 
it is connected, where said bound data comprises information that determines said 
Environment of said server to which said Bound Data is connected; 

where each said server further comprises Unbound Data that can be connected to any said 
server, where said Unbound Data comprises information that determines said Role of said 
server to which said Unbound Data is connected, and Snapshot data that comprises a 
specification of data to synchronize between said primary server and said one or more 
secondary servers; 

changing roles, which comprises a first said server assuming the Role of a second said 
server; 

where said changing roles further comprises the next five steps (d), (e), (f), (g), and (h): 

(d) disconnecting a first said unbound data from a first said server with a first said Role, and 
disconnecting a second said Unbound Data from a second said server with a second said 
Role; 

(e) connecting said second said unbound data to said first said server in place of said first 
said Unbound Data that was disconnected in the previous step; 

(f) determining said Role of said server from said Unbound Data connected to said server, 
and determining a first said Environment of said server from said Bound Data connected to 
said server; 

(g) if a first said Snapshot identified by both said Role and said first said Environment is not 
available in said Unbound Data, then locating in said Unbound Data an available second said 
Snapshot identified by both said Role and a second said Environment, and converting said 
second said Snapshot into said first said Snapshot identified by both said Role of said server 
and said first said Environment; 

(h ) installing into said server, said network identity as specified in said Snapshot identified by 
both said Role of said server and said first said Environment; 

and ensuring that, after said changing roles, said service will be working correctly on all said 
servers, which comprises the next eight steps (i), (j), (k), (l), (m), (n), (o), and (p): 
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(i) determining a first said Role of a first said server from said Unbound Data connected to 
said first said server, and determining a first said Environment of said first said server from 
said Bound Data connected to said first said server; 

(j) if said first said Role is PRI, then creating said Verifier Data, and accessing said 
specification of data to synchronize between said primary server and said one or more 
secondary servers, where said specification is identified by both said first said Role and said 
first said Environment, and updating said specification with information about said Verifier 
Data; 

(k) accessing said specification of data to synchronize between said primary server and said 
one or more secondary servers, where said specification is identified by both said first said 
Role and said first said Environment; 

(l) creating a Snapshot containing information that is required in order to synchronize certain 
data between said primary server and said one or more secondary servers, where said 
certain data is defined in said specification, and where said Snapshot is identified by both 
said first said Role and said first said Environment; 

(m) storing said Snapshot into said Unbound Data such that said Snapshot is identified by 
both said first said Role at time of said storing and said first said Environment at time of said 
storing; 

(n) converting said Snapshot into a second said Snapshot identified by said first said Role at 
time of storing, and a second said Environment that is required by a second said server that 
is a Partner of said first said server, and delivering said second said Snapshot to said second 
said server; 

(o) accessing said specification of data to synchronize between said primary server and said 
one or more secondary servers, where said specification is identified by both said Role and 
said first said Environment; 

(p) determining said Role of said server from said Unbound Data connected to said server, 
and determining said Environment of said server from said Bound Data connected to said 
server, and if said Role is not PRI, then accessing said specification of data to synchronize 
between said primary server and said one or more secondary servers, where said 
specification is identified by both said Role and said Environment, and accessing said 
Snapshot identified by both said Role and said Environment, and installing data into objects 
on said server as specified by information in both said specification and said Snapshot. 

[Claim 20] A digital computer system programmed to perform the method of  [Claim 19]  
. 

   

  [Claim 21] A computer-readable medium storing a computer program implementing the 
method of  [Claim 19]  . 

ABSTRACT 

ABSTRACT  
[Para 471] A method, and a system running that method, of providing a high availability 
computer system with a primary server and one or more secondary servers, where servers 
can switch roles, and where servers are expected to differ in hardware and software 
environments. The method ensures that services work correctly both before and after servers 
switch roles, by automatically managing and compensating for the different server 
environments, and by continuously exercising and verifying all services on all servers, before 
servers switch roles. 

DRAWINGS 

DRAWINGS  
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